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Abstract 

Slopes are often monitored by measuring deformation rates, or the factor of safety is estimated through 

the use of limit equilibrium stability models to evaluate the risk of failure.  In this thesis, three novel 

landslide monitoring technologies are advanced, assessed, and applied using three strategically chosen 

field sites.   Firstly, it was investigated if acoustic emissions (AE) could be used to measure the 

displacement of extremely slow-moving landslides.  By installing a shallow and a deep AE sensor as well 

as a ShapeAccelArray (SAA) in a slope located in Peace River, Alberta, it was found that data from a 

shallow AE sensor allows noise to be filtered from the deep AE sensor data, and that smaller 

displacement rates than previously expected can be measured using an AE sensor. The second monitoring 

advance explored a method of measuring 3D slope displacement using digital image correlation (DIC) 

performed on hillshade images (image of shaded point cloud data).  Through the use of synthetic 

movement tests and experimental data, it was found that 3D displacement can be measured using 

hillshade images at two different view angles and that small deformations leading to failure can be 

measured allowing the time to failure to be calculated.  Thirdly, point cloud data produced from historical 

air photos was used to investigate whether historical slope profiles could be produced to serve as a 

quantitative baseline of historical landslide activity. This hypothesis was tested to investigate the impact 

of land-use change on retrogressive landslides occurring along a waterway.  Natural revegetation of the 

area around the creek was observed to result in a significant decrease in the volume of landslide debris 

generated by geomorphic processes. Finally, back analyses were conducted to estimate the mobilised 

shear strength at failure through the use of monitoring data from two 3.5 m high earth dams brought to 

failure.  This unique dataset provided an assessment of the repeatability of the back analyses and showed 

that only a small component of apparent cohesion arises from a combination of dilation, unsaturated soil 

behaviour, or root reinforcement.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Monitoring Slope Displacement 

In Canada, landslides cause approximately $200 million per year in damage to infrastructure (Clague and 

Bobrowsky 2010).  Landslides can also be life threatening to residents of landslide prone areas. In the 

past 150 years, more than 600 people have lost their lives as a result of landslides in Canada alone (Evans 

1999).  One of the most effective ways of managing landslide risk is through monitoring.  Monitoring of 

at-risk slopes can be achieved by either attempting to measure the primary causal factor, such as elevated 

transient pore water pressures, or to infer the condition of the slope from the location, pattern, and rates of 

slope movement. 

 

One of the primary triggering mechanisms for potentially unstable slopes is transient variations in pore 

water pressure due to rising ground water levels and reduction in soil matric suction in response to rainfall 

infiltration.  Since increases in pore water pressure decrease the effective stress along a potential failure 

surface, increases in pore pressure can be used to predict if a slope is approaching failure.  However, the 

measurement of pore water pressure alone does not allow decisions to be made based on a quantitative 

factor of safety of a slope.  An effective stress limit equilibrium slope stability model that uses the pore 

water pressure observations in conjunction with the shear strength of the soils comprising the slope and 

slope geometry is typically conducted to quantify the stability of the slope.  A slope stability model and 

pore water pressure data can be used to predict if failure will occur but some slopes can maintain a state 

of marginal stability characterised by small continuous deformation at a rate that is largely independent of 

the ground water conditions (e.g. Carey et al., 2014).   Given the complicated relationship between pore 

water pressure and deformation rate and mindful that limit equilibrium stability analyses are not stress-

deformation analyses, direct measurement of slope deformation is often undertaken for at-risk slopes. 
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By measuring the slope displacement, the velocity of the slope can be calculated allowing the time to 

failure to be predicted.  A method for predicting the time to failure by plotting the inverse velocity versus 

time was first developed by Saito (1965).  This approach was further developed by Fukuzono (1985).  

When displacement increases exponentially the inverse velocity will decrease linearly (Figure 1.1).  

Failure is predicted to occur when a trend line fitting the inverse velocity data crosses the x-axis. 

 

1.2 The Current State of Practice 

1.2.1 Measuring Slope Failure at Depth 

The location of a failure surface can also be directly observed using a sensor that measures displacement 

with depth, such as an inclinometer or a shapeaccelarray (SAA) (Figure 1.2a).  An inclinometer is a 

device that measures the inclination of a vertically installed casing passing from ground level through a 

potential failure surface and into stationary soil that is not undergoing displacement. In practice, 

inclinometers use one or two servo-accelerometers that measure the inclination of a casing with respect to 

the vertical as the sensor is slowly lowered into the casing (e.g. Stark and Choi, 2007).  Once processed, 

this inclination data can be used to calculate a vertical profile of horizontal displacement with depth.  

SAA consist of segments containing micro electro mechanical system accelerometers.  Ground movement 

is computed by calculating changes in the bend angle of each segment over time (Dasenbrock et al., 2012; 

Abdoun, 2013).  Inclinometers and SAA allow the profile of landslide movements, the thickness of a 

shear zone and the direction and rate of movement to be measured (Figure 1.2a) (Cornforth, 2005).  

Inclinometers measure the total displacement over a known time interval, with readings being taken 

manually.  If inclinometer readings are infrequently taken the incremental displacement will be accurate 

but changes in the displacement rate over time due to rainfall events or seasonal movement will be 

missed.  In-place inclinometers (IPI) can be installed to allow continuous monitoring to occur to account 

for this.  However, IPI only provide displacement data at the shear surface so a complete profile of 

movement with depth cannot be produced.  SAA allow for continuous slope displacement data to be 
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collected from below the failure plane to the ground surface making them an improvement over 

inclinometers when displacement rate information is required.  However, the high cost of installing SAA 

often limits their use to high-risk sites.    

 

An alternative low-cost slope displacement monitoring technique currently being developed, called Slope 

ALARMS, correlates measured acoustic emissions (AE) to rates of deformation.  Slope ALARMS costs 

approximately one-tenth of the cost of a SAA sensor.  It works by measuring and analysing the AE 

produced by soil due to inter-particle friction (e.g. Koerner et al., 1981; Spriggs, 2005; Michlmayr et al., 

2013; Michlmayr & Or, 2014).  The Slope ALARMS acoustic sensor is located on an active waveguide.  

The active waveguide is constructed using a steel tube installed in a gravel filled borehole. Gravel is used 

to fill the annulus around the steel waveguide since it will emit high levels of acoustic emissions, which 

decreases the chance of the AE produced by slope displacement attenuating to an undetectable level 

before reaching the waveguide (Dixon et al., 2003).  Generated AE are detected in real time by the 

transducer and recorded by the sensor at pre-defined time intervals. Measured AE rates represent the 

number of times the detected signal exceeds a programmed voltage threshold over the determined time 

interval and can be used to monitor slope displacement (Dixon et al., 2003).  Work performed by Dixon 

et al. (2015) has shown that the velocity of the shear surface is proportional to measured AE rates.  

Testing Slope ALARMS in a variety of soil types and environmental conditions is required to properly 

calibrate the system so that AE readings can accurately be converted to displacement measurements.   

 

1.2.2 Measuring Surface Displacement 

As slopes approach failure, they often exhibit increasing rates of deformation, which means displacement 

can be used to infer the health of a slope.  Surface displacements can be measured using the global 

navigation satellite system (GNSS) or a total station survey (Figure 1.2b).  The measured slope movement 

can be used to determine the average displacement rate between surveys for preselected locations on the 
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slope.  For purely rotational landslides Carter and Bentley (1985) and Cruden (1986) proposed methods to 

predict the depth of the shear surface through a geometrical analysis of the vectors of three-dimensional 

displacement measured at multiple positions along a slope profile (Figure 1.2b).  For this method, an 

approximate centre of rotation is first identified through the intersection of vectors normal to the surface 

displacement.  Segments can then be drawn perpendicular to the drawn normal vectors to approximate the 

location of the failure surface. 

 

Although GNSS and total stations offer an accurate way to measure surface displacements, they can be 

impractical for measuring the movement over the entirety of a slope or when the slope is located in a 

remote location.  In these cases, monitoring technologies that produce point cloud data such as Lidar or 

Photogrammetry offer a practical solution since they produce spatially dense data. 

 

1.2.2.1 Measuring 3D Surface Displacement using Point Cloud Data 

In contrast to techniques that measure surface movement at preselected locations, remote sensing 

technologies, such as Lidar or photogrammetry, can represent the landslide surface as a set of points 

defined by x, y, and z coordinates, known as a point cloud.  Photogrammetry allows a 3D point cloud of 

the slope to be produced using overlapping 2D images (Birch, 2006).  Photogrammetry software first 

produces a sparse point cloud consisting of relative only points.  The 3D coordinates of the generated 

relative only points are determined by identifying the same texture patch in two or more images. The 

location of a relative only point can then be calculated based on the intersection of light passing through 

the perspective centre of the cameras used to obtain each of the images.  Point clouds provide a large 

amount of data but are often only used to determine changes in elevation by subtracting sequential digital 

elevation models (DEM) (Figure 1.2c) or by generating displacement colour maps.  Both techniques offer 

limited information on the movement of the slope and do not allow the rate of 3D displacement to be 

determined accurately.  Many studies are now focusing on methods to extract more data from 3D point 
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clouds.  Aryal et al. (2012) presented a method to derive 2D surface displacement using digital image 

correlation (DIC) on point cloud data collected using a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) of a slow-moving 

landslide.  DIC works by tracking pixel texture through a sequence of digital images taken from a fixed 

camera location (White et al., 2003).  The initial image is divided up into a mesh of test patches.  A 

section larger than the patch in the first image is searched in the successive image to find the location at 

which the highest correlation between the two images occurs.  The change in pixel position between the 

patch in the two images represents the displacement that has occurred (White et al., 2003).  The measured 

displacement can be calculated to a fraction of a pixel due to the use of a bicubic interpolation to find the 

highest integer peak during the image correlation process (White et al., 2003).   

 

Following Aryal et al. (2012) several investigations were conducted using DIC on point cloud data to 

calculate 3D surface movement (Travelletti et al., 2014; Aryal et al., 2015; Haugen, 2016).  For these 

studies, DIC was utilised to determine displacement in the x and y direction, and displacement in the z 

direction was determined by differencing the produced DEM.  The 3D surface movement of a slope has 

also been calculated with the same method using airborne laser scanning data (Fey et al., 2015) and 

photogrammetry (Travelletti et al., 2012).  However, a method of determining 3D displacement using 

DIC on point cloud data without the need to difference DEM to estimate the elevation change has not yet 

been developed. 

 

1.2.2.2 Historical Aerial Images  

Aerial images are readily available for a large number of potential research sites, and in Canada have been 

collected systematically of many areas since the 1950’s (Natural Resources Canada, 2015).  Air photos 

have long been used to detect and measure landslide movement visually.  Although visual observations of 

aerial images offer a method to easily determine the number of landslides that have taken place in a 

region, this approach only provides qualitative data.  Quantitative data regarding the amount of 
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displacement that is occurring can be calculated by producing photogrammetry models from overlapping 

historical aerial images.  Historical aerial image photogrammetry has been used to quantify past landslide 

movements (Walstra et al., 2004), to measure landslide movement and volumetric loss (Baldi et al., 2008; 

Prokesova et al., 2010; Gonzalez-Diez et al., 2014) and river bank erosion and channel migration  (De 

Rose and Basher, 2011).  Historical image photogrammetry has also been used to measure ground 

settlement (Achilli et al., 2015).  

 

1.2.3 Soil Parameters Used for Stability Analysis   

Limit equilibrium stability models are often produced to determine the factor of safety (FoS) of 

embankments while in the design phase, and to calculate the current FoS of existing earth structures and 

natural slopes when risk assessments are being conducted.  Despite the widespread use of slope stability 

models, the calculated FoS can be inaccurate due to errors in the soil strength parameters or the model's 

inability to represent progressive failure.  It is difficult to choose what shear strength parameters should 

be used because dilation, matric suction, and vegetation can affect the apparent cohesion value.  For 

overconsolidated clay, the mobilised shear strength during first time failure of compacted clay 

embankments is often below the peak shear strength (Skempton, 1977; Wright et al., 2007) even for 

slightly overconsolidated clays (Rivard and Lu, 1978).  Kayyal and Wright (1991), Wright et al. (2007) 

and Castellanos et al. (2016) showed that the fully softened strength (the peak strength of a normally 

consolidated soil (Skempton, 1970), and not the peak shear strength should be used in stability analysis 

for first-time failure in high plasticity clay embankments.  Using the fully softened shear strength instead 

of the peak strength takes into account strength reduction from dilation; and can be used as an empirical 

method to model the occurrence of progressive failure within a slope (Bromhead, 1978; Chandler, 1984).   
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1.2.4 Impact of Vegetation on Slope Stability 

Vegetation has been shown to increase the stability of slopes.  Different types of vegetation have different 

stabilising effects on a slope based on the size and strength of the roots (Pollen, 2007).  Tree roots 

increase the apparent cohesion of the soil (e.g. Frydman and Operstein, 2001; Stokes et al., 2008; 

Bathurst et al., 2010).  This increase in soil strength is because tree roots are strong in tension, unlike soil 

which is strong in compression, allowing the two to produce a composite material with increased strength 

(Thorne, 1990).  Trees also help to reduce the effect of rainfall on the pore pressure within the slope since 

trees decrease the soil moisture content, resulting in a higher rainfall threshold being required to trigger 

landslides (Bathurst et al., 2010).   

 

Several studies have shown that riparian vegetation increases stability and decreases the rate of erosion 

(e.g. Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 1998; Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 2000; Simon and Collision, 2002; 

Pollen, 2007; Pollen-Bankhead and Simon, 2010).  Since riparian vegetation is strategically placed, it is 

unclear whether natural revegetation due to land use changes would have the same impact on the stability 

of slopes.  An area in the Spanish Pyrenees that has experienced depopulation and land abandonment has 

been studied, and it was found that natural reforestation of farmland has led to a decrease in the 

occurrence of shallow landslides (e.g. Cammeraat et al., 2005; Begueria, 2006).  The impact of land use 

change from farmland to woodland has not been studied widely for slopes along waterways where 

instability due to toe erosion influences slope stability.  

 

1.3 Objectives 

This thesis examines how to improve the state of the art of landslide monitoring by developing and testing 

practical, low-cost methods.  The specific objectives of this research are: 
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 To further develop the use of an acoustic emissions landslide deformation rate sensor for 

extremely slow moving landslides; in particular, to investigate techniques to suppress 

environmental noise from acoustic emissions data  

 To conduct a full-scale test in collaboration with the National Institute of Rural Engineering in 

Japan to bring a 3.5 m high earth dam to failure to develop a technique using hillshade images 

and digital image correlation (DIC) to derived quantitative 3D displacement measurements of 

deformation prior to failure and to test if displacement measurements from DIC can be used to 

estimate the time to failure 

 To investigate the use of a non-traditional photogrammetric technique on historical air photo 

images to generate historical point cloud data to study how retrogressive landslides and land-use 

change affect the geomorphology of a river valley over time  

 To investigate the repeatability of the back analysed average mobilised strength of a compacted 

Kanto Loam dam and the components of the apparent cohesion value 

 

1.4 Methods 

These objectives were achieved through the use of three strategically chosen field sites.  The first site is 

an extremely slow-moving landslide in Peace River, Alberta, which offered the unique opportunity to test 

an AE sensor for measuring slow displacement rates in a harsh environmental climate.  This location was 

previously instrumented with inclinometers and piezometers allowing the history of movement at the site 

to be well known.  The second field site was a full-scale earth dam located at the National Institute of 

Rural Engineering in Japan.  This site allowed a 3.5 metre high earth dam to be failed in a controlled 

manner by exposing the downstream slope to heavy rainfall.  While the dam was undergoing deformation, 

pore pressure and displacement data were collected using piezometers, wire extensometers and 

photogrammetry. The final field site is a section of Mud Creek near Ottawa, Ontario where landslides are 
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known to occur due to the presence of sensitive clay in the area and natural revegetation has occurred due 

to land use change.   

 

1.5 Organisation of Thesis 

This thesis is presented in manuscript format as outlined by the School of Graduate Studies at 

Queen’s University. An abstract is located at the beginning followed by a general introduction. 

Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 consist of draft manuscripts. Chapter 6 provides the overall conclusions of the 

research described in the four manuscripts. 

 

Chapter 2 of this thesis presents the results of the field tests conducted on the Slope ALARMS system in 

an extremely slow moving landslide and the techniques that were developed to filter out noise within the 

data to correlate the measured AE with the displacement rate of the slope. 

 

Chapter 3 details the method developed to measure the 3D displacement of slopes using point cloud data 

and digital image correlation.  The accuracy of the described method was tested using synthetic 

movement tests and point cloud data collected using photogrammetry while an earth dam was failed by 

applying heavy rainfall. 

 

Chapter 4 of this thesis outlines the use of historical aerial photogrammetry of a section of Mud Creek 

near Ottawa, Ontario.  By producing point cloud data for the area at different epochs, the change of slopes 

along the creek and the impact of land use changes on landslides in the area could be quantitatively 

measured. 

 

Chapter 5 presents the back calculated mobilised shear strength of Kanto Loam at failure and 

observations resulting from failing two earth dams with the same geometry using heavy rainfall.    
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Chapter 6 summarises the overall conclusions of the research program. 
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Figure 1.1: Exponential displacement resulting in a linear inverse velocity versus time plot where 

slope failure is predicted to occur when the inverse velocity crosses the x-axis based on the findings 

of Saito (1965) and Fukuzono (1985)
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Figure 1.2: a) Magnitude of displacement and location of shear surface measured using 

inclinometers or SAA b) Surface displacement vectors measured using multiple total station or 

GNSS surveys and a method to predict the failure surface using surface displacements developed 

by Carter and Bentley (1985) and Cruden (1986) c) Use of point cloud data to determine volume 

change due to a landslide 
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Chapter 2 

Correlation of acoustic emissions with patterns of movement in an extremely 

slow moving landslide at Peace River, Alberta, Canada 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Background 

The Peace River region in Alberta, Canada, has experienced extensive landslide activity since 

deglaciation and is one of the most historically active landslide sites in Western Canada (Figure 2.1) 

(Davies et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2012).  This significant activity is due to the slopes of the river valley, 

which were formed during deglaciation, being much steeper and narrower than the preglacial valley, 

causing the slopes to approach their preglacial geometry progressively (Thurber, 1987).     

 

The shear zones of many landslides develop within the weak lacustrine silts and clays (Thurber, 2009). 

The landslides move along these shear zones, typically with continuous creep, damaging highway and 

utilities infrastructure. Occasionally, movement accelerates, triggered by elevations in pore-water 

pressures, reaching high velocities and large displacements. These slope failures can be catastrophic if 

infrastructure is in the landslide’s path. A typical slope failure in the Peace River region is shown in 

Figure 2.1d. A large failure in May 2013 damaged the highway infrastructure. An orthoimage of this 2013 

failure, located at Site A (Figure 2.1b) is shown in Figure 2.2a. Two visible slope scarps are shown to be 

present at Site A and are labelled as failures 1 and 2 on Figure 2.2b.  This failure resulted in Highway 744 

being closed for several months, severely affecting transportation to and from the town. Other 

infrastructure at risk of landslide damage at this site include: a railway corridor, located downslope, and a 

gas pipeline located upslope of Highway 744.  
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Slope movements affecting infrastructure performance in the area have led to a suite of instrumentation 

being installed along the highway as part of an ongoing risk management program. Conventional 

monitoring approaches that have been used include annual visual inspections and bi-annual monitoring of 

inclinometers and piezometers. However, these provide incremental measurements with low temporal 

resolution and do not always allow rapid changes in stability to be detected and communicated 

sufficiently in advance to provide early warning. The objectives of this study were to: (i) acquire a long-

term dataset of continuous deformation measurements with high temporal resolution of a case study slope 

near the town of Peace River, such data has not previously been published to the authors’ knowledge; (ii) 

enhance understanding of the slope’s behaviour in response to climatic drivers; and (iii) trial an Acoustic 

Emission (AE) monitoring system and investigate its potential to provide an early warning of accelerating 

deformation behavior. The case study slope is highlighted as Site B in Figure 2.1b. 

 

2.1.2 Slope Behaviour and Monitoring 

Monitoring slope displacement rate patterns allows the landslide behaviour to be classified (Lerouil et al., 

1996).  Figure 2.3 shows the idealised relationship between displacement and time for slopes that are: 

approaching failure, undergoing movement due to seasonal activity, or creep. The relationships shown in 

Figure 2.3 do not take into account progressive failure, strength softening, or the brittle versus ductile 

nature of the soil.  The displacement rate of some slopes increases exponentially prior to failure (Figure 

2.3a).  When a slope is experiencing accelerating displacement behaviour, the time to failure can be 

forecasted by graphing the inverse velocity versus time data and finding the location where an 

extrapolated curve intersects the time axis (Saito, 1965; Fukuzono, 1985).  Figure 2.3b shows the 

relationship between displacement and time of a slope undergoing seasonal movement.  For this case, the 

inverse velocity versus time graph will undulate with one or more peaks in velocity throughout the year.  

Since the data plotted and extrapolated on the inverse velocity versus time plot does not cross the x-axis, 

the time to failure cannot be estimated accurately, although failure could occur.  Figure 2.3c represents a 
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slope that is experiencing continuous creep.  The rate of displacement for a slope experiencing constant 

creep does not change with time and the inverse velocity versus time relationship is constant. A high-

temporal resolution baseline of slope displacement rate measurements permits an assessment of whether 

an observed increasing displacement rate is likely seasonal, or indicative of impending failure.  

 

Monitoring for slope risk management has historically been performed using incremental displacement 

and displacement rate measurements provided by manual surveys of inclinometer casings (Figure 2.4a) 

(e.g. Bressani et al., 2008; Stark and Choi, 2008; Massey et al., 2013). When higher temporal resolution 

is needed, In-Place Inclinometers (IPIs) can be permanently installed at the shear surface depth to provide 

continuous measurements of slip surface deformation (e.g. Simeoni and Mongiovi, 2007). A more recent 

development are ShapeAccelArrays (SAAs) (Figure 2.4b) (Dasenbrock et al., 2012; Abdoun et al., 2013), 

which comprise a linear array of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) sensors that monitor 

displacement continuously. The string of sensors is installed vertically into the borehole, and the 

instrument provides displacement measurements with high temporal resolution at each sensor (available 

SAA gauge lengths are 0.2, 0.305 and 0.5 m) with the benefit that the exact location of the slip surface(s) 

need not be known prior to instrumentation. Surface deformation monitoring techniques, such as the 

global navigation satellite system (GNSS) (e.g. Malet et al., 2002; Jaboyedoff et al., 2004; Brunner et al., 

2007; Macciotta et al., 2014), tiltmeters (e.g. Uhlemann et al., 2016) and surveys using Total Stations, are 

also available, but typically have limitations in accuracy or temporal resolution. Continuously read IPIs 

and SAAs provide the level of information required to detect rapid changes in stability for early warning; 

however, these instruments are relatively expensive, which limits their application to high-risk sites where 

a sizable budget for monitoring and instrumentation is available. An AE subsurface displacement rate 

monitoring instrument (Slope ALARMS) (Figure 2.4c) has been developed to provide continuous real-

time information with high temporal resolution at a lower cost than other technologies for use in early 

warning. Slope ALARMS costs approximately one-tenth of the cost of a SAA sensor.   
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2.1.3 Acoustic Emission (AE) Monitoring of Slopes 

Slope monitoring strategies using measurement and quantification of AE generated by deforming soil 

have been developed over a period of decades (e.g. Koerner et al., 1981; Chichibu et al., 1989; Nakajima 

et al., 1991; Rouse et al., 1991; Fujiwara et al., 1999; Dixon et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2014a,b,c; Smith & 

Dixon, 2015; Dixon et al., 2015a,b; Smith et al., 2016a,b). Waveguides (e.g. steel tubes) are used to 

transmit AE from the subsurface to ground level with low attenuation. An approach has been developed 

that uses ‘noisy’ backfill material (e.g. gravel) placed around the waveguide, which generates quantifiable 

AE (i.e. AE is measured from the backfill material and not from the host slope material) as the slope 

deforms. AE monitoring of these ‘active’ waveguides offers many benefits over traditional deformation 

monitoring techniques, which include: the subsurface materials are low-cost and easily sourced, which 

enables them to be widely used; continuous and real-time measurements can be provided at relatively 

low-cost because of low-cost electronics; and they continue to operate at larger displacements (> 500 mm 

of shear surface displacement) than other conventional techniques (Dixon et al., 2015b; Smith et al., 

2016a). The current version of the AE system cannot locate the shear surface depth; however, it is 

possible to do so if the full AE waveform was monitored and arrival times of wave modes were calculated 

(e.g. Spriggs 2005). This AE system does not monitor the full waveform but instead monitors ring-down 

counts (RDC), which reduces processing, storage and power requirements. This has allowed the 

development of a portable AE sensing system that can monitor continuously and operate for long 

durations in the field on battery power.  

 

Active waveguides are installed in boreholes, or retrofitted inside existing inclinometer or standpipe 

casings, that intersect existing or anticipated shear surfaces beneath the slope, and they comprise the 

composite system of a steel tube with a granular backfill surround (Figure 2.4c). As the host slope 

deforms, the active waveguide deforms, and this causes particle-particle and particle-waveguide 

interactions to take place, which generate the AE. AE generation mechanisms include friction (rolling and 

sliding friction) and collisions (e.g. particle contact network rearrangement and release of contact stress as 
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interlocking is overcome and regained) (Koerner et al., 1981; Michlmayr et al., 2013; Michlmayr & Or, 

2014).  

 

Field trials and laboratory experiments (Smith et al., 2014a,b,c; Dixon et al., 2015a,b; Smith, 2015; Smith 

et al., 2016a) have established that there is a direct relationship between slope displacement rates and 

active waveguide-generated AE rates. Generated AE rates are proportional to applied displacement rates 

because an increasing rate of deformation (i.e. in response to increasing slope velocity) generates an 

increasing number of particle-particle and particle-waveguide interactions per unit time. Each particle 

interaction generates transient AE events, which combine and propagate along the waveguide where they 

are monitored at the ground surface.  

 

Slope ALARMS is a unitary battery operated AE slope displacement rate sensor. A piezoelectric 

transducer coupled to the waveguide at the ground surface converts the AE to an electrical signal, which 

is processed by the AE node. The AE sensor amplifies the signal and attenuates frequencies outside of the 

20 to 30 kHz range, removing low frequency (< 20 kHz) environmental background noise (e.g. traffic and 

construction activity). The sensor records the number of times the waveform crosses a pre-programmed 

voltage threshold level within pre-set time intervals; ring-down counts (RDC) per unit time (AE rates). 

RDC are illustrated in Figure 2.5a where an RDC is detected when the waveform crosses the voltage 

threshold level. 

 

Figure 2.5b shows the relationship between measured AE rates and the velocity of slope movement from 

a field trial in a shallow reactivated landslide at Hollin Hill, North Yorkshire, UK (Smith et al., 2014a).  

The coefficient of proportionality needs to be calculated to determine the displacement rate of a slope 

from recorded AE rates.  The velocity at any given time is equal to the AE rate divided by the coefficient 

of proportionality.  The coefficient of proportionality is dependent on many variables associated with the 

monitoring system, including: the sensor sensitivity, which is controlled by the voltage threshold level 
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and signal amplification; the depth to the shear surface, which governs the magnitude of AE attenuation 

as it is transmitted from the subsurface to ground level (Smith et al., 2016b); and the geometry and 

properties of the active waveguide (Dixon et al., 2015a).   

 

The AE system was trialed at the site near the town of Peace River to investigate the potential of the 

technique for monitoring ‘extremely slow’ (<15 mm/yr) (Cruden & Varnes, 1996) rates of slope 

movement and to detect changes in rates of movement of this magnitude that could indicate accelerating 

behavior for use in early warning. Prior to this field study, the lowest rate of movement measured by the 

technique has been ‘very slow’ (cm’s/yr) (Dixon et al., 2015b). This trial has also allowed the 

examination of the performance of the AE technique in monitoring slides with deep shear surface(s), as 

the landslide near the town of Peace River has a deeper shear surface than those in previous trials. 

Furthermore, the system had never before been used in a comparable environment, with significant 

temperature variations (e.g. +30 oC to -35 oC) and ground freezing. 

 

2.2  Landslide Test Site near the Town of Peace River 

2.2.1 Geological Setting of Peace River 

The Town of Peace River is located in the Peace River Lowlands physiographic zone within the Interior 

Plains of Canada.  The geological setting of the area is complex due to Holocene erosion and processes 

resulting from the late Wisconsin glacial event (85,000 to 11,000 B. P.).  The advance of the Laurentide 

Ice Sheet during glaciation produced proglacial lakes, causing lacustrine sediments to be deposited in the 

area.  The particle size of the sediments increases towards the surface with sand and gravel being 

deposited on top of the lacustrine silts and clays (Davies et al., 2005).   

 

The surficial geology of the area consists of a local veneer of eolian sand and silt overlying lacustrine fine 

sand and clay with mixed colluvial material on the slopes (Thurber, 2009).  The overconsolidated 
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lacustrine clays and silts are a major lithologic component of the colluvial deposits in the area.  The low 

strength lacustrine clay is responsible for many of the slope stability problems in the Peace River region 

(Davies et al., 2005) since the failure surfaces of many translational slides in the area are located in the 

clay layer (Morgan et al., 2012). 

 

These sediments overlay two bedrock formations, the Peace River Formation and the Shaftsbury 

Formation.  The Peace River Formation is the lower lying formation.  It occurs along the bottom of the 

Peace River Valley, and consists of silty shale, fine sandstone and silty interbeds (Davies et al., 2005).  

The Shaftsbury Formation is an upper Lower Cretaceous unit and consists of silty shale and shale, 

ironstone beds, bentonite partings and thin silty and sandy intervals (Thurber, 2009). 

 

2.2.2 The Test Site (Site B) 

Site B is one of seven sites located along Highway 744 that are currently being monitored for slope 

instability.  Site B consists of 200 m of highway located between chainage 57.7 km and 57.9 km and is 

undergoing slide movement based on Cruden & Varnes (1996) classification system.  In May 1984, 

Highway 744 was converted from a two-lane gravel road to a paved road, which permitted the first 

instances of road cracking to be observed in 1988.  Cement-stabilized stone columns were installed along 

the length of the site between 1988 and 1992 to stabilise the slope.  However, the slope remained unstable 

and in 1992 settlement was observed along the downslope face of the installed columns.  Inclinometers 

were installed in 1992 as part of an initial monitoring program. Slope movements continued between 

1992 and 1996 and following a period of above average precipitation, the roadway dropped up to 1 m, 

and a scarp crack began to form in the backslope above the highway. Further remediation took place from 

1996 to 1997 (Diyaljee, 2014) consisting of realigning a portion of the highway and then installing a 180 

m long (km 57.87 to km 58.05, north of the waveguide) anchored concrete caisson wall along the 

downslope edge of the re-aligned highway. The roadbed upslope of the wall was also excavated and 
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rebuilt over lightweight fill (shredded tires) to reduce loads acting on the wall. A shear key and toe berm 

using lightweight fill consisting of shredded tires were later constructed below the highway in 1998, 

between km 57.77 and km 57.92 (downslope of the waveguide) to provide additional stability in that area.  

Since 1999, some settlement and cracking have been observed, as well as continued movements measured 

at depth by the inclinometers (Thurber, 2009).  Currently, Site B comprises a series of 1 m to 4 m high 

scarps and several small slides, which are located downslope of the concrete pile wall. 

 

Five conventional slope inclinometers and five piezometers were installed at Site B in March 2010 

(Figure 2.6). Instrumentation cluster 8 (i.e. SI10-8 and PI10-8 in Figure 2.6a) is the focus of this study. 

Inclinometer SI10-8 was retrofitted with an SAA in December 2014 to provide continuous subsurface 

deformation measurements. An AE active waveguide was installed 1 m south-east of SI10-8 in July 2013 

(Deep AE Sensor in Figure 2.6b). A second waveguide (Shallow AE Sensor) was installed 2 m south of 

the Deep AE Sensor in October 2015 as part of a strategy to remove extraneous noise from the AE 

measurements. Figures 2.6c and 2.6d show the slope angle is approximately 17 degrees.  

 

2.2.3 Historical Inclinometer Measurements 

Figure 2.7a shows the plotted SI10-8 inclinometer data for the period between March 2010 to December 

2014, and soil layering from the log of the borehole in which SI10-8 was installed.  The shear surface is 

located approximately 16 m below the ground surface at an elevation of 498 m.  The total displacement 

measured at the shear surface by the inclinometer was 32.3 mm over this 1740 day period. The average 

displacement rate for this period was 0.018 mm/day (6.6 mm/yr). The shear zone developed in the 

lacustrine clay, which is consistent with other landslides in the area. The lacustrine clay at the shear 

surface was very stiff due to the water content being close to or below the plastic limit.  Despite the 

stiffness of the clay, it is a weak layer due to preshearing (Morgan et al., 2012) 
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2.2.4 AE Instrumentation Installation 

 Deep AE Sensor 

The active waveguide (location in Figure 2.6) was installed in a 150 mm diameter borehole to a depth of 

21 m (Figure 2.7c).  The waveguide consisted of a 38 mm diameter steel pipe with 4 mm wall thickness, 

connected in 3.05 m lengths using screw-threaded couplings.  The waveguide was placed in the centre of 

the borehole, and the annulus was then backfilled.  Subrounded 10 mm washed pea gravel was used to 

backfill the lower portion of the borehole from the base up to 11.9 m below the ground surface.  AE are 

predominantly generated in the zone of shearing, and therefore the active length with gravel backfill only 

needed to extend above and below the shear surface.  A bentonite grout plug was used to seal against the 

ingress of water, which could potentially generate AE since it can weaken the contact points between the 

gravel and cause rearrangement of the gravel particles, which would contaminate the measurements.  The 

bentonite plug was produced using hydrated bentonite grout chips, which were used to backfill the 

annulus from 11.9 m to 8.8 m below ground level.  The top portion of the annulus was then filled with 

borehole spoil (Smith et al., 2014c).  The waveguide extends 0.3 m above the ground surface and is 

enclosed in a locked protective chamber that was initially comprised of a black plastic culvert and a metal 

lid but was later changed to a design consisting of a white plastic culvert and a wooden lid in November 

2015 (described in Section 2.3.4).   

 

  Shallow AE Sensor 

The Deep AE Sensor measured extraneous noise, which contaminated the AE measurements. It was 

suspected that this was caused by surficial processes related to low temperatures (e.g. frost heave) and/or 

the cover responding to thermal effects. Extraneous noise in the AE data will be further discussed in 

section 2.3.4.  A Shallow AE Sensor (Figure 2.7c) was installed adjacent to the active waveguide and 

allowed the removal of AE measured from shallow sources from that measured by the Deep AE Sensor, 

thus isolating AE generated only by subsurface ground movement. This waveguide used the same 38 mm 
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diameter pipe but only extended 3 m into the ground.  The annulus around the waveguide was backfilled 

with auger cuttings to replicate the upper portion of the Deep AE Sensor, and the same surface cover 

(white plastic culvert and a wooden lid) was employed.  Both AE measurement systems were configured 

to have a   0.25 V threshold level, and 1-hour monitoring intervals and both are powered by air alkaline 

batteries. 

 

2.2.5 SAA Installation 

The SAA was installed to provide continuous subsurface displacement measurements for comparison 

with AE measurements and to develop an enhanced understanding of the slope’s behaviour. The SAA 

extends from the ground surface to a depth of 20.1 m (Figure 2.7b) and has 0.305 m gauge lengths.  The 

SAA string was first installed inside 27 mm diameter unplasticized polyvinyl chloride (UPVC) conduit, 

which was fastened together in 3 m lengths using epoxy, ensuring twisting of the SAA did not occur 

(standard installation procedure).  After the SAA had been secured within the UPVC conduit, it was 

lowered inside the inclinometer casing, which had already been filled with bentonite-cement grout with 

mix proportions of 1.0, 6.6 and 0.4 for Portland cement, water and bentonite respectively.  This bentonite-

cement grout mix was selected since it would behave comparably to the surrounding in-situ soil during 

deformation. The conduit was sealed to ensure it was watertight, and the SAA was connected to a 

datalogger, which is powered by a battery and recharged by a solar panel. Initially, the measurement 

interval was set to 15 minutes to investigate noise in the data and ensure sufficient temporal resolution to 

capture the behaviour of the slope. The period over which the rate of displacement varied was of the order 

of days, as opposed to minutes, and so the monitoring interval was increased to 2 hours, which reduced 

the amount of data processed and hence battery usage during data transmission over a cellular modem.  
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2.2.6 Piezometer Installation 

A pneumatic piezometer (PI10-8 in Figure 2.6a) was installed in March of 2010 at an elevation of 497 m 

(Figure 2.7d), which is within the lacustrine clay layer where the shear zone is located.  The piezometer 

was attached to the outside of the inclinometer casing installed at the same time, and the casing was then 

tremie grouted using bentonite-cement grout from the bottom of the borehole to the ground surface.  

Measurements were taken manually from the piezometer bi-annually, except between December 2014 

and November 2015 when the sampling frequency was increased due to site construction being performed 

at Site A.   

 

2.3 Monitoring Slope Displacement 

2.3.1 SAA and Inclinometer Data  

The SAA data were averaged over 24 hour periods, and the weekly displacement measured with depth is 

shown in Figure 2.7b.  There is one failure surface located at a depth of approximately 16 m. The failure 

surface measured by the SAA agrees with the previously collected inclinometer data shown in Figure 

2.7a.  Measurements taken after April 15, 2016, show negative movement occurring below the shear 

surface, which is likely due to movement below the base of the SAA at the second shear surface, located 

at a depth of 26 m (Figure 2.7a).  Since the program used to process the SAA data assumes that the base 

of the SAA remains stationary, if it is moving, MEMS nodes located below the shear surface that are 

experiencing little or no movement will measure negative movement.  Errors in the measured 

displacement caused by the base of the sensor not remaining stationary do not affect the calculated 

incremental displacements, so the incremental displacement at each node can be used to correct for 

measurement errors in the cumulative displacement measurements.    
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2.3.2 Relationship between Displacement, Precipitation and Piezometric Head  

The cumulative displacement, cumulative total precipitation, and piezometric head between March 2010 

and June 2016 are shown on Figure 2.8.  By comparing precipitation (Figure 2.8a) and piezometric head 

(Figure 2.8b), it can be seen that instances of heavy precipitation, such as the events that occurred 

between June and September of 2011 and 2013 (circled areas on Figure 2.8), resulted in an increase in the 

piezometric head.  The piezometric head was very low at the beginning of 2011 and, despite a large 

amount of precipitation, was lower than the values recorded over the subsequent 6.5 years. As a result, the 

smallest magnitude of movement (3 mm) occurred during 2011. The peak in piezometric head occurred in 

2013 in response to significant precipitation, causing 12 mm of shear surface displacement, which is more 

than double the average yearly displacement measured between 2010 and 2016 of approximately 5 mm. 

This highlights the important link between piezometric head and stability and demonstrates that it is not a 

simple process to interpret changes in piezometric head from precipitation records alone.   

 

Figure 2.9 shows the relationship between slope velocity and the piezometric head value.  At low 

piezometric head values (i.e. below 3 m of piezometric head) the velocity of slope deformation varied 

independently of the pore-water pressure and movement could be interpreted as having been governed by 

a constant rate of creep deformation.  Carey et al. (2015) found a similar trend between pore water 

pressure and velocity for a site in southern England, where background creep deformation of 

approximately 0.02 mm/day was observed that did not appear to respond to changes in pore water 

pressure.   

 

At piezometric head readings above a threshold value of 3 m, a linear relationship was found to exist 

between the velocity of the slope and the piezometric head, with higher pore-water pressures leading to 

increases in the velocity of the slope.   The slope of the linear regression through the velocities was found 

to be 0.015 mm/day per m of piezometric head.  It should be noted that the linear relationship between 
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slope velocity and piezometric head will not continue indefinitely, as higher piezometric levels than 

observed during the study period, could result in acceleration as the slope approaches failure.   

 

2.3.3 Interpretation of Slope Behaviour 

Traditional inclinometer measurements at the site had a low temporal resolution (biannual readings), 

which prevented a full observation of the seasonality of the slope’s deformation behaviour. Continuous 

SAA shear surface displacement measurements for the period between January 2015 to April 2016 are 

shown in Figure 2.10a. This data indicates that the slope is continuously deforming, but at variable rates 

throughout the year. To further investigate the seasonality of the deformation, the 60-day moving average 

inverse velocity is plotted in Figure 2.10b. This moving average period was selected as it is a multiple of 

one month, and given the extremely slow rate of movement, captures the deformation behaviour with 

sufficient temporal resolution.  The cyclic nature of the inverse velocity data shows that the slope is 

experiencing seasonal movement that could be superimposed on top of continuous creep. The piezometric 

head was fairly constant between January and November of 2015, varying by less than 0.3 m, with peaks 

in the piezometric head occurring in January and May.  Accelerated slope movement occurred in January, 

April, and August.  The relationship between piezometric head and displacement rate is complex, and 

further study is required to understand fully the effect small changes in piezometric head have on slope 

displacement at this site.  

 

2.3.4 AE Data 

2.3.4.1 Raw AE Data 

Data from the Deep AE Sensor has been collected continuously since July of 2013, with two gaps due to 

battery failure between July 22nd and October 9th of 2014 and November 1st and December 9th of 2014.  

Figure 2.11a shows the raw AE rate data, and Figure 2.11b shows the cumulative AE record and the 
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cumulative slope displacement. AE generated by periods of slope movement are expected to follow trends 

comparable to slope behaviour, with characteristic S-shaped cumulative AE records as the slope 

accelerates, decelerates and then becomes stable again (Smith et al., 2014a; Dixon et al., 2015a; 

Uhlemann et al., 2016). Individual spikes of AE that do not follow trends comparable to slope behaviour 

are generated by spurious noise. Although there are several points in the cumulative data that resemble an 

S-shaped curve, many of these jumps are due to isolated extremely large single data spikes generated by 

extraneous noise, which is why the cumulative AE does not line up with the cumulative displacement data 

(Figure 2.11b).   

 

Environmental factors such as precipitation and temperature were investigated to develop an 

understanding of the causes of extraneous AE noise. Figure 2.11c shows the cumulative daily total 

precipitation since July 2013.  By comparing Figure 2.11c to 2.11b, it can be seen that the cumulative AE 

and the cumulative precipitation do not follow the same trend, which indicates that precipitation does not 

generate noise in the AE measurements through impact with the cover or surface infiltration since large 

spikes in the AE did not coincide with large precipitation events.  Figure 2.11d shows the hourly change 

in temperature.  It was found that a larger number of AE spikes occurred in the data during the winter of 

2013/2014 when the temperature fluctuated by a larger amount than during the winters of 2014/2015 or 

2015/2016.  Large AE spikes occurred in February of 2014 and March of 2015 when the temperature 

fluctuated around zero degrees Celsius, indicating that temperature dependent factors such as freeze-thaw 

cycles and frost heave could be a source of extraneous noise.   

 

The surface cover was modified in November 2015 (from a black culvert with a metal lid to a white 

culvert with a wooden lid), and differences in AE measurements before and after the modification were 

analysed to investigate the effect of thermal expansion and contraction of the surface cover on the amount 

of AE data spikes.  
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2.3.4.2 Effect of Cover Design on Extraneous Noise 

The original cover for the AE sensor consisted of a black plastic culvert base covered by a metal lid 

(Figure 2.12a).  Since it was found that changes in temperature resulted in large AE, it was theorised that 

solar radiation could be causing thermal expansion and contraction of the metal lid leading to strains in 

the cover/foundation and generating AE.  A new cover was installed to test this hypothesis (Figure 2.12b).  

Since the black culvert would also lead to larger amounts of solar radiation, the sides of the cover were 

painted white.  The new cover was installed in November of 2015.  By comparing the cumulative AE and 

cumulative displacement over a 6 month period when the original cover was in place (2014/2015) and the 

same 6 month period the following year (2015/2016) after the new cover design was installed, the effect 

of the cover design on the amount of noise present in the AE data can be analyzed.  The six month period 

being considered includes the winter months since more noise was shown to be present in the data during 

the winter.   

 

Figure 2.12c shows the variation in cumulative AE.  It can be seen that the cumulative AE during the time 

period with the original cover design is almost an order of magnitude larger than the AE measured with 

the new cover design.  This larger amount of AE is independent of slope displacement since the 

displacement measured using the SAA for the two time spans varies by less than a factor of 2 (Figure 

2.12d), and active waveguide-generated AE rates are proportional to slope displacement rates (Section 

2.1.3).  This shows that the cover design plays a role in the efficacy of the AE monitoring approach; a 

cover that produces spurious AE could lead to false alarms, reducing the reliability of the system.   

 

2.3.4.3 Use of a Shallow AE Sensor to Filter Noise 

Although the cover design was found to cause significant extraneous noise, other sources of noise 

remained. An additional source of this contamination could be surficial processes that are independent of 

slope deformation (e.g. frost heave), which cannot easily be filtered from the AE measurements. 
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Therefore, a second waveguide (Shallow AE Sensor) was installed to measure this extraneous AE so that 

it could be removed directly from AE measured by the Deep AE Sensor.  

 

Figure 2.13a shows time series of measurements from both AE sensors and the SAA.  Both AE sensors 

follow the same trend and detect a large AE measurement in December of 2015.  Figure 2.13b shows time 

series of the filtered AE data (by removing AE measured by the shallow sensor from AE measured by the 

deep sensor during each time interval) and the SAA shear surface displacement measurements for the 

period November 2015 to May 2016.  Both time series in Figure 2.13b exhibit comparable trends in 

behaviour. Cumulative filtered AE measurements are plotted against SAA shear surface displacement 

measurements in Figure 2.13c to establish a correlation. It was found that a strong linear correlation exists 

between the measured SAA displacement and the AE measurements with an R2 value of 0.93.  Based on 

the relationship shown in Figure 2.13c, a cumulative (filtered) RDC value of 85500 corresponds to 1 mm 

of displacement for the AE system installation at Peace River. 

 

2.3.5 Calibrating the AE system for early warning 

Early warning systems for slope instability need to alert users of accelerating slope deformation behaviour 

to enable safety-critical decisions to be made. The purpose of the AE monitoring system is to provide 

information on the rate of slope displacement so that accelerating movements indicative of incipient 

failure can be detected and communicated to responsible persons so that appropriate action can be taken. 

An approach to convert AE rate measurements to the velocity of slope movement is therefore required. 

To achieve this, a quantification framework to calibrate AE system installations was developed by Smith 

(2015) using laboratory and field experiments, which included parameters for: AE attenuation (i.e. the 

magnitude of lost energy as the AE propagates along the waveguide from the active zone in the 

subsurface to ground level); backfill type and properties; waveguide geometry and properties; and sensor 

settings and configuration.   
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Figure 2.14 shows the measured (filtered) AE rate versus SAA measured velocity relationship for the 

installation at Peace River, using 90-day moving averages of measurements from the period November 

2015 to May 2016. The strong correlation demonstrates the ability of the AE technique to detect changes 

in rates of movement.  The non-zero intercepts shows that there is noise within the filtered data but since 

the intercept is small the noise within the data is not a large concern. 

 

The purpose of the AE system is to provide an early warning of slope failure by detecting and quantifying 

increasing rates of movement. Accelerating slope behaviour progresses over orders of magnitude; the 

standard landslide velocity scale varies from extremely slow (0.0001 mm/hr) to extremely rapid          

(36,000,000 mm/h) (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). The velocity in the measured relationship in Figure 2.14 

is extremely slow and ranges from approximately 0.0001 to 0.0007 mm/hr, which demonstrates the 

sensitivity of the AE approach to changes in displacement rates. It is expected that if the slope began to 

accelerate, AE rates would increase proportionally with displacement rates, as has been shown in previous 

studies (detailed in Section 2.1.3).  

 

The AE rate/velocity relationship in Figure 2.14, calculated for the installation at Peace River, is more 

than an order of magnitude larger than the predicted relationship using the framework detailed in Smith 

(2015) (i.e. the AE rates generated by the system at Peace River in response to applied rates of slope 

movement were significantly greater than predicted). This discrepancy is hypothesized to be due to a 

series of factors that were not incorporated in Smith (2015)’s framework, which include: shear zone 

thickness; backfill stress level, which increases with depth and governs the magnitude of inter-particle 

contact stresses and hence AE energy; and the size of the active zone (i.e. backfill volume being 

deformed, which is influenced by borehole diameter and active gravel backfill length). It is also possible 

that voids in the bentonite/clay backfill reduced the magnitude of attenuation as AE propagated from the 

subsurface to ground level. Smith (2015)’s framework was developed using cases of slopes with shallow 
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shear surfaces and hence low backfill stress levels. Furthermore, the active backfill volume in the Peace 

River installation is an order of magnitude larger than those used in the physical model tests to develop 

the framework (Smith, 2015; Smith et al., 2016a).  

 

The higher than expected AE rate/velocity relationship indicates that although the level of AE attenuation 

during propagation along the steel waveguide increases with depth to the shear surface, which initially 

was thought could limit the possible shear surface depths that can be monitored, elevated stress levels 

with depth and larger active zones significantly increase the magnitude of generated AE, compensating 

for the experienced attenuation.  This indicates that greater shear surface depths can be monitored than 

previously anticipated.  Further research is required to understand fully the link between backfill stress 

level, active backfill volume, shear zone thickness and generated AE rates.   

 

2.4 Conclusion 

Landslides in the Peace River region, Alberta, Canada, cause repeat damage to highways and utilities 

infrastructure and, occasionally, movement accelerates, and potentially catastrophic slope failures occur. 

The purpose of this study was to enhance understanding of the patterns of movement in these creeping 

landslides and to trial an Acoustic Emission (AE) monitoring system, which was developed to detect and 

communicate accelerating rates of slope movement indicative of incipient failure for use in early warning. 

The principal findings are summarised in the following conclusions. 

 

(a) A long-term data set has been obtained for a case study landslide in Peace River. The landslide 

moves with an average displacement rate of 5 mm/yr and is therefore classified as ‘extremely 

slow’. High temporal resolution SAA measurements revealed that the slope experiences seasonal 

movement with higher displacement rates in January, April and August.  The piezometric head 
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measurements varied by more than 5 m over the 2010-2016 record, reaching a peak in 2013 of 

nearly 5 m above the piezometer tip, which is installed in the shear zone, and causing 12 mm of 

displacement that year (more than double the average displacement measured between 2010 and 

2016). At values of piezometric head below a threshold value of 3 m, no relationship between 

landslide velocity and piezometric head was observed. In contrast, at piezometric values higher 

than this threshold, a linear relationship between piezometric head and the average slope velocity 

was observed, with a 1 m increase in piezometric head resulting in a 0.015 mm/day increase the 

velocity of slope movement.  It is not expected that this linear relationship would continue 

indefinitely with higher pore water pressures since the slope will accelerate as it approaches 

failure, illustrating the continued need for deformation rate-based landslide early warning sensors. 

 

(b) Although the AE instrumentation monitors high frequencies (above 20 kHz) to filter low-

frequency noise, significant extraneous noise was detected at the Peace River site due to surficial 

processes (e.g. frost heave) and/or the cover responding to thermal effects. Modifying the surface 

cover to minimise thermal effects by changing a black culvert and metal lid for a white culvert 

with wooden lid was observed to reduce this noise by an order of magnitude. In addition, a 

shallow waveguide installed adjacent to the active waveguide was used to measure AE generated 

by the cover and/or surficial processes, which was then successfully removed from the AE 

measured by the active waveguide to obtain only AE highly correlated with subsurface ground 

movement.  

 

(c) Comparisons between continuous SAA deformation measurements and filtered cumulative AE 

measurements provide evidence that the AE technique is able to measure ‘extremely slow’ rates 

of movement. The AE and deformation measurements exhibit the same trends in behaviour and, 

when plotted against each other, display strong correlation. 
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(d) A calibration relationship was established using AE rate and slope velocity measurements, which 

can now be used to derive slope displacement rates from measured AE rates in the future for use 

in early warning. This measured AE rate/slope velocity relationship was more than an order of 

magnitude greater than a predicted relationship using the framework developed by Smith (2015). 

This is hypothesised to be due to greater shear zone thickness, backfill stress level and active 

backfill volume in the installation at Peace River than in the laboratory and field experiments 

used to develop Smith’s (2015) framework. This demonstrates that slopes with significantly 

greater shear surface depths than previously expected can be monitored, but further research is 

required to fully understand the link between backfill stress level, active backfill volume, shear 

zone thickness and generated AE rates.   

 

Monitoring of this site will continue in order to better understand how the slope reacts to variations in 

pore water pressure and to further develop ways to detect the onset of slope failure. 
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Figure 2.1: a) Location of Peace River b) Location of two landslide sites along highway 744 near the town of Peace River, Alberta c) Image 

of Site A and B as well as an example of a typical landslide in the region d) Close up view of landslide shown in the box on Figure 2.1c
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Figure 2.2 a) Aerial photogrammetry model of slope with failures 1 and 2 b) Ground image, taken 

looking south, showing failures 1 and 2 along road  
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Figure 2.3: Idealised relationship of displacement and inverse velocity of a) landslide accelerating to 

failure b) seasonally activated landslides and c) continuous creep displacement
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Figure 2.4: Methods used to monitor landslide displacement: (a) Inclinometer; (b) ShapeAccelArray; and (c) Acoustic Emission active 

waveguide 
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Figure 2.5: a) Illustration of AE amplitude versus time b) Relationship between measured AE rates 

and the velocity of slope movement from a shallow reactivated landslide (after Smith et al., 2014a; 

Smith et al., 2016a) 
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Figure 2.6: a) Location of sensors at Site B b) Proximity of AE and SAA sensors to highway 744 c) Cross section A-A’ of Site B shown on 

Figure 2.1 d) Close up of cross section shown in box in Figure 2.6c
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Figure 2.7: a) Inclinometer data with soil layers determined from borehole log data, b) Cumulative SAA data showing one failure surface 

at a depth of approximately 16 m, c) Sketch of installed Deep and Shallow AE Sensors at Site B in Peace River, Alberta, and d) 

Piezometer installation location
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Figure 2.8: a) Cumulative total precipitation collected by Environment Canada, with timing of 

sensor installations highlighted b) piezometric head (above piezometer tip, which is installed in the 

shear zone) c) cumulative displacement measured at the shear surface from the inclinometer and 

SAA 
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Figure 2.9: Relationship between average slope velocity and average piezometric head 
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Figure 2.10: a) Cumulative SAA measured displacement at the shear surface b) Inverse SAA-measured velocity of the slope using a 60-

day moving average 
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Figure 2.11: a) Raw deep AE sensor data showing large spikes in measured RDC b) Cumulative AE 

data (x105) from deep AE sensor and cumulative displacement from inclinometer and SAA c) 

Cumulative daily total precipitation collected by Environment Canada d) Hourly temperature data 

collected by Environment Canada  
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Figure 2.12: a) Image of original cover design b) Image of modified cover design after second AE 

sensor was installed c) Cumulative AE (RDC x106) measured over 6 month period in 2014/2015 and 

2015/2016 d) Cumulative displacement measured by SAA over a 6 month period in 2014/2015 and 

2015/2016 
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Figure 2.13: a) Comparison of cumulative AE (x105) measured from deep and shallow sensors b) 

Comparison of filtered cumulative AE (x105) data and displacement measured by SAA c) 

Relationship between filtered cumulative AE (x105) data and displacement data from SAA 
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Figure 2.14: Measured AE rate -velocity calibration relationship for the installation at Peace River 

using 90-day moving averages 
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Chapter 3 

Assessment of time to failure of an earth dam using 3D DIC analysis of high 

temporal resolution point cloud data 

3.1 Introduction 

Slope monitoring of surface deformations can be conducted using either geodetic or remote sensing 

techniques.  Geodetic monitoring involves repeatedly surveying a relatively small number of individual 

points on the Earth’s surface and is typically executed through the use of a global navigation satellite 

systems (GNSS) (e.g. Malet et al., 2002; Jaboyedoff et al., 2004; Brunner et al., 2007) or a total station 

(e.g. Stiros et al., 2004).  The advantage of using geodetic surveying is high accuracy. However, the cost 

of installing and maintaining the required targets can be high, and data is only produced at pre-selected 

locations, so prior knowledge of the landslide and where movement is expected is required.  Remote 

sensing is defined as any technique that collects data using equipment that does not physically come in 

contact with the site being investigated (Avery and Berlin, 1992).  Remote sensing techniques such as 

digital photogrammetry (e.g. Stumpf et al., 2015; Laribi et al., 2015), terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) (e.g. 

Prokop and Panholzer, 2009; Kromer et al., 2017) and airborne laser scanning (e.g. Jaboyedoff et al., 

2012; Moya et al., 2017) allow a large amount of spatially distributed data describing the ground surface 

to be collected in the form of 3D points with known physical coordinates (i.e. x ,y ,z) referred to as a 

point cloud.   

 

Once point clouds have been generated, the most common method used to analyse the data is to subtract 

the initial digital elevation model (DEM) from the final model (Figure 3.1a).  This method allows 

elevation changes resulting from landslide displacement (e.g. accumulation or erosion) to be quantified 

(e.g. Kasperski et al., 2010; Schurch et al., 2011; Stumpf et al., 2015), but does not fully quantify the 

magnitude or direction of slope movement as only changes in elevation are detected (Travelletti et al., 
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2014).  Furthermore, deformation in the plane of the slope (i.e. movement occurring parallel to the slope) 

cannot be resolved using this method.  

 

Point cloud data contains local surface morphology information which can be tracked as texture patches 

to measure slope displacement using digital image correlation (DIC).  Shading the point clouds to produce 

hillshade images enhances the surface roughness using pixel colour intensity, allowing displacement to 

more easily be detected than when performing DIC on raw photographs of a vegetated slope.  Hillshade 

images are produced by shading colourless point cloud data (i.e. no information regarding the colour of 

the slope is used from the point cloud data) based on a specified light location that is defined by an 

azimuthal (horizontal rotation of light source) and an elevation (vertical rotation of light source) (e.g. 

Lucieer et al., 2013).     

 

DIC works by tracking pixel texture through a sequence of digital images taken from a fixed camera 

location (White et al., 2003).  Each image is divided up into a mesh of test subsets to perform a DIC 

analysis.  A section larger than the subset in the first image is searched in a successive image to find the 

location at which the highest correlation between the two images occurs to sub-pixel accuracy (White et 

al., 2003).  DIC originated in the field of experimental solid mechanics to measure strains occurring at the 

surface of materials undergoing mechanical loading (Peters and Ranson 1982; Sutton et al., 1983).  Since 

then, DIC has been used for a broad range of geotechnical applications (e.g. White et al., 2003; Take, 

2015), including monitoring slope displacements.  Aryal et al. (2012) used DIC to derive 2D surface 

displacement from point cloud data collected using a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) of a slow moving 

landslide.  Several studies have since calculated the 3D displacement of natural slopes using DIC to 

calculate planar movement (e.g. displacement in Northing and Easting, or x and y directions in Figure 

3.1b) and a DEM of difference to measure elevation changes (i.e. z direction) within TLS data (e.g. 
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Travelletti et al., 2014; Aryal et al., 2015; Haugen, 2016).  The same method has been used to measure 

3D displacement from point cloud data collected using airborne laser scanning (e.g. Fey et al., 2015) and 

photogrammetry (e.g. Travelletti et al., 2012).  Although 3D displacement can be estimated using a 

combination of DIC and DEM differencing, this method can potentially underestimate movement in the 

z-direction.  The possible measurement error is caused by changes in elevation produced from downslope 

movement being neglected.  The original point cloud can be translated based on the DIC calculated 

horizontal displacement to account for this error.  However, since the entirety of the slope often does not 

experience the same magnitude of horizontal movement, to accurately calculate the 3D displacement for 

different portions of the slope, each section of the slope needs to be considered individually, greatly 

increasing the time required to analyse the collected data.   

 

The objective of this work is to propose a method to measure the 3D displacement of slopes using DIC 

performed on hillshade images from two different viewing angles, eliminating the need to calculate the 

displacement occurring in the z-direction by differencing DEM (Figure 3.1c).  Firstly, this method will be 

tested to assess whether synthetic movements imposed on a point cloud can be resolved correctly in 3D 

using hillshade images created at two different projection angles. Secondly, the method will be tested 

against observations of slope deformation measured using a total station on a 3.5 m high earth dam 

brought to failure under rainfall infiltration. This second field test is a much more challenging test case as 

the slopes of anthropogenic infrastructure are typically prismatic (i.e. inherently designed to contain low 

surface roughness), and are commonly covered by grass vegetation (i.e. do not contain a wide range of 

colour values to aid point cloud formation using photogrammetry). Furthermore, this second test case 

permits an assessment of whether the deformation data is of sufficiently high accuracy and temporal 

resolution to permit the estimation of time to failure of the earth dam. Saito (1965) and Fukuzono (1985) 

illustrated that the inverse of landslide velocity, when plotted against time, approaches zero at failure, 

permitting an estimate of time to failure to be generated using pre-failure deformation data. However, 
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given that pre-failure slope deformations are generally small in magnitude, it is currently unclear whether 

a deformation sensing method based on DIC analysis of hillshade images generated from point cloud data 

has sufficient accuracy and resolution to be successfully used to estimate time to failure. 

 

3.2 Earth Dam Field Experiment 

A 3.5 m high homogeneous earth dam with a crest width of 2.51 m and side slopes inclined at 34° was 

constructed using Kanto Loam at the National Institute for Rural Engineering in Tsukuba, Japan (Figure 

3.2) to test the hypothesis. Kanto Loam is a well-graded soil (22.1% sand, 45.2% silt and 32% clay) 

consisting of a highly weathered brownish loamy volcanic ash mixed with seams of various kinds of 

tephra including scoria, pumice and ash (Hashimoto, 1991). Given the typical age of these agricultural 

dams, many earth dams in the region were constructed without mechanical compaction, resulting in 

homogeneous dams with a Standard Proctor degree of compaction that is less than 80% (Hori et al., 

2006).  For this reason, the soil was loosely compacted during the construction of the earth dam.  The 

foundation of the earth dam was comprised of Kanto Loam and was highly compacted before the dam 

was built to constrain the failure surface within the embankment of the dam. The field test permitted 

control of the water reservoir elevation in the dam and control of 40 rainfall nozzles evenly distributed 

over the downstream slope in four rows and ten columns (Figure 3.2) to simulate a heavy rainfall event 

with an intensity of 150 mm/hr (Figure 3.3). These two boundary conditions could then be applied in a 

controlled manner to permit the observation of pre-failure deformations leading up to dam failure.    

 

3.3 Instrumentation  

The primary objective of the instrumentation system installed at the earth dam field test site is to permit a 

direct comparison of the magnitude and rate of deformations calculated from point cloud data to 

conventional methods (e.g. total station surveying and extensometers). Ground points consisting of 15 cm 
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long square posts were installed on the downstream face of the embankment dam to generate 40 spot 

measurements of 3D movement from total station surveys (Figure 3.4). Additionally, 24 wire 

extensometers were installed at five elevations (Figure 3.2) in five cross-sections of the dam and recorded 

every 30 seconds to capture the increase in deformation rate of the dam as it approached failure. Each 

wire extensometer consists of a displacement sensor with a 50 mm range. Therefore, as the dam displaces 

towards the stationary anchor for the extensometer, the wire needs to be shortened once the displacement 

exceeds 50 mm, with subsequent readings added to the previous measured displacement. 

 

Point cloud data was generated using a digital photogrammetry system based on multiple stationary 

cameras or a single mobile camera and a network of control markers to georeference the model. Eighteen 

rebar ground control points (GCP) were installed on the top of 60 cm long rebar embedded around the 

periphery of the earth dam (Figure 3.4). A further 20 control markers were suspended 20 cm above and 

parallel to the downstream face of the earth dam using wires (Figure 3.4) to provide a redundant number 

of stationary reference points.  The control markers are illustrated in a photograph taken at the toe of the 

dam presented in Figure 3.5. A total station survey of the installed GCP was completed before the rainfall 

test to measure their 3D locations.  A second total station survey was completed after the test to validate 

the assumption that the GCP used in the model had not moved.   

 

Six stationary Canon EOS Rebel T5 (marketed in some regions as the EOS 1200D) Digital Single-Lens 

Reflex (DSLR) cameras with 18-55 mm focal length lenses were mounted at a 3.2 m spacing on a 

scaffolding platform located approximately 5 m away from the toe of the slope at a height of 5 m from the 

ground surface (Figure 3.2). These six cameras were remotely triggered to capture the entire 20.3 m width 

of the crest of the embankment within the field of view while maintaining 60% overlap between camera 

images (Figure 3.4) yielding an average base to target distance ratio of 1/3. At this distance, images of the 

slope captured by the 18 megapixel APS-C 22.3 mm by 14.9 mm sensor represent an average pixel size of 
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1.3 mm on the dam surface. To capture deformations leading up to failure, the cameras were remotely 

triggered every five minutes.  

 

A single Canon EOS 6D Digital Single-Lens Reflex camera (DSLR) with a 20.20 megapixel 35.8 mm by 

23.9 mm sensor and an 18 mm lens was used to manually take overlapping images of the slope every 10 

minutes to assess whether a hand-held camera taking images at eye level (i.e. a much more likely scenario 

if this technique were to be used in practice) could yield similar results to the fixed camera system. At an 

approximate target distance of 6 m, images of the earth dam surface were captured with a target overlap 

of 90%, with an average pixel size of 1.1 mm on the dam surface.  

 

Additional considerations were undertaken to minimise the number of additional variables that would 

influence the quality of the photogrammetric point cloud as the objective of the study is to investigate a 

technique for calculating the magnitude and rate of ground movement from generic point cloud data (i.e. 

LiDAR or photogrammetry). Therefore, the application of rainfall was stopped at the moment of each 

camera image to eliminate this additional factor from the study. Furthermore, the rainfall test was 

completed at night to ensure that changing lighting conditions or shadowing of the slope would not affect 

the quality of the collected images, allowing the camera settings to remain the same throughout the test.  

Artificial lighting was set up at either end of the earth dam to illuminate the slope. 

 

3.4 Photogrammetry Workflow 

A commercial structure from motion photogrammetry (SfM) software (Photoscan Professional) (Agisoft, 

2011), was used to produce dense point cloud data of the earth dam surface. This software was chosen 

because it uses Semi-Global matching, which can more easily generate points on vegetated surfaces than 

software that uses projective transformations and is well suited for close range images (Javernick et al., 

2014).  Structure from motion differs from traditional stereoscopic photogrammetry in that the geometry 
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of the scene is solved for without the need for previous camera calibration data, known camera locations 

or ground control points (Westoby et al., 2012).  By identifying matching features in multiple photos, 

SfM algorithms can calculate the camera location and orientation using a scale invariant feature 

transformation.   

 

The photogrammetric workflow began with the removal of low-quality images.  The quality of images 

can be estimated within Photoscan, with high-quality images having a value of 1.  Images with a quality 

of less than 0.5 (e.g. blurry images) should not be used since they can lead to poor image alignment 

(Agisoft, 2011).  For this study, only images with a quality above 0.75 were utilised.  Once poor quality 

images were removed, ground control points (GCP) were added to the models.  GCP are visible points 

within the model that have known xyz coordinates to georeference the point cloud data and to properly 

align point clouds produced from images taken at different time steps throughout the test.  Images were 

aligned using a bundle block adjustment, which produced a sparse 3D point cloud of (x, y, z) coordinates 

of image features and identified the 3D position and orientation of the cameras (Lucieer et al., 2013).  

Through this step, the seven camera calibration parameters (focal length, principal point, and three radial 

and two tangential distortion coefficients) were also refined (Turner et al., 2014).  Following the 

formation of a sparse point cloud, a dense point cloud was produced by applying a dense multiview stereo 

reconstruction to the aligned images (Verhoeven, 2011). A workflow feature called 4D processing was 

used for the photographs collected using the six fixed cameras to permit the images from all the epochs 

throughout the test (i.e. the photogrammetric model at each time interval) to be loaded into the same 

model.  This feature reduced the computation time of producing the fixed camera photogrammetry 

models.   
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3.5 Hillshade DIC Method 

The next phase of workflow was the generation of hillshade images from the raw dense point cloud data. 

This raw data was first converted to a gridded point cloud, known as a digital elevation model (DEM) by 

averaging the elevation data of the original point cloud over a grid spacing of 0.5 cm.  To ensure that only 

point cloud data representing the slope was used to produce the DEM, points corresponding to 

instrumentation casings or GCP that extended above the ground surface were removed prior to gridding.  

The surface of the DEM was projected from a chosen view angle, and the texture of the earth dam surface 

was highlighted using shading for each pixel based on a specified light source that was defined by an 

azimuth and elevation using the Shadem Matlab function (Greene, 2015).  The azimuth and elevation 

were manually varied until a combination was identified that highlighted the subtle variations in surface 

roughness associated with the surface of the earth dam slope. The hillshade images were exported as 

high-resolution images with a ground pixel size of 0.5 cm using a Matlab function available on the Matlab 

file exchange (Altman, 2017).  This ground pixel size was selected because it was consistent with the 

resolution of the photogrammetry data and allowed for small displacements to be detected.   

 

A DIC analysis of sequential hillshade images generated from a purely vertical viewing angle (90 degree 

view angle) was then used to calculate the displacement of subsets of the image in the x and y directions 

(i.e. plan view). In this paper, it is hypothesised that the vector of displacement in the z direction can be 

measured using hillshade images generated at a second viewing angle that is less than 90 degrees. As 

shown in Figure 3.6, a vector of movement measured in DIC for a view angle less than 90 degrees from 

the horizontal is ΔY’ and is composed of slope movement that is occurring in both the y and z directions 

as shown by Equation 3.1.  

∆𝑌′ =  ∆𝑦𝑦
′ + ∆𝑦𝑧

′          (3.1) 
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Since Δy is known from the DIC performed on the 90 degree hillshade images, Δz can be calculated using 

Equations 3.2 and 3.3, where  is the view angle deviation from vertical:    

∆𝑦𝑧
′ =  ∆𝑌′ − ∆𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃               (3.2) 

∆𝑧 =  
∆𝑦𝑧

′

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
                               (3.3) 

 

3.6  Results 

3.6.1 Accuracy of Photogrammetry Models 

The a priori error in the z-direction is the lowest possible error that is achievable for a photogrammetry 

model.  It is equal to the planar pixel accuracy multiplied by the ground sample distance (size of a pixel 

on the ground surface) and divided by the base to height ratio.  The a priori accuracy for the models 

produced using the fixed and the mobile camera is shown in Table 3.1.  The actual accuracy of the models 

is lower than the a prior accuracy due to the error associated with the GCP data and manually digitising 

the GCPs within the models.  The average internal error of the fixed camera and mobile camera models 

was 0.7 cm.   

 

Besides the internal error of the photogrammetry models, the alignment error between models needs to be 

taken into account.  Reducing alignment errors is particularly important when trying to measure small 

pre-failure displacements since any change in model alignment can be interpreted as slope displacement.  

To find the alignment error, an iterative closest point algorithm was used to closely align patches of the 

models that did not move during the duration of the earth dam failure.  This allowed the root mean square 

error of the model alignment to be calculated.  The fixed camera and mobile camera models had an 

average alignment error of 0.7 cm and 0.3 cm respectively. The combination of the two errors resulted in 

a total error within the point clouds of 1.4 cm for the fixed camera models and 1.1 cm for the mobile 

camera models.  The alignment error of the fixed camera models was higher than the mobile camera 
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models because the smaller image overlap led to a higher error within the digitised GCPs.  Some GCPs 

needed to be removed from the model to maintain an accurate camera calibration and high internal 

accuracy, resulting in a less accurate alignment between the models. 

 

3.6.2  Point Cloud Data 

The generated point cloud data of the earth dam at the start of the experiment and after rainfall-induced 

failure are shown in Figures 3.7a and 3.7b, respectively. The subtle surface undulations of the earth dam 

are clearly visible in the point cloud. A failure of the right hand side of the earth dam is visible with 

bulging at the toe and a surface expression of a shear plane visible at the crest of the dam. There are two 

common ways to visualise change in surface elevation from point cloud data. A displacement colour map 

(Figure 3.8a) was produced using CloudCompare software (Girardeau-Montaut, 2015) in which the 

absolute distance is calculated within CloudCompare by searching for the nearest point in the compared 

cloud (final cloud) to the points in the reference cloud (initial cloud) and computing the Euclidean 

distance between the two points.  In contrast, a DEM of difference (Figure 3.8b) measures the change in 

the z coordinate between two DEM with the same grid spacing.  The magnitude of the elevation change 

was then plotted along with the corresponding x and y grid point data.  The shape of the measured 

displacement at the toe and crest of the dam for the displacement colour map and DEM of difference 

match the observed slope movement.  However, this data illustrates the weakness of these methods for 

measuring movement in the plane of the slope, as it appears that zero movement has occurred 

approximately two-thirds of the way up the slope.   

 

3.6.3  DIC on Hillshade Images 

3.6.3.1  Synthetic Movement Tests 

To perform the DIC analysis, the Matlab based software, GeoPIV, was used (White and Take, 2002).  

Two sets of synthetic movement tests were performed to validate the DIC analysis on the hillshade 
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images produced using both the images from the six fixed cameras and the one mobile camera.  The first 

test involved imposing a synthetic movement on the hillshade images by subpixel increments to calculate 

the error associated with the DIC analysis and the ability of DIC to detect subpixel movement.  A small 

section of the slope was selected to decrease the processing time of the test.  A DEM with a grid spacing 

of 0.5 cm was produced, and the data was synthetically moved by 0.025 cm (1/20th of a pixel) increments 

in the x-direction, and hillshade images were generated for each movement interval.  It was found that the 

error within the DIC analysis was on the order of a thousandth of a pixel, which is what is expected based 

on previous studies using the same interpolation method (Take, 2015). This accuracy relates to the image 

analysis method in isolation and does not represent the accuracy achievable in the field using this method 

due to errors within the point cloud models. However, this result confirms that the image texture 

contained within the hillshade images of the earth dam contain sufficient texture to conduct DIC analyses.  

 

Once the image texture was deemed to be sufficient for DIC analysis, synthetic movement tests were 

conducted to validate the proposed method for measuring 3D displacement.  Previous studies (e.g. Aryal, 

2012; Travelletti et al., 2012; Travelletti et al., 2014; Aryal et al., 2015; Fey et al., 2015 and Haugen, 

2016) showed that the movement in the x and y directions could be measured through DIC using plan 

view images (90 degrees from the horizontal).  Synthetic movement tests on hillshade images at a 90 

degree angle to the horizontal confirmed that x and y movement can accurately be measured and that no z 

direction movement can be detected (Figure 3.9a).  It was also confirmed that the ground pixel size is 

consistent throughout the entirety of the hillshade images allowing the same conversion factor to be 

applied to movement detected anywhere on the slope.   

 

Synthetic movement tests were then conducted on hillshade images with a 45 degree view angle to the 

horizontal to confirm that displacement in the z direction could be calculated.  A 45 degree view angle 

from the horizontal was selected for the second set of hillshade images to simplify Equations 3.2 and 3.3 
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to Equation 3.4.  For a 45 degree view angle  cos θ and sin θ are equal allowing a scale factor equal to the 

square root of two to be applied to the measured ΔY’ vector (Figure 3.9b).  By doing this, the movement 

in the z direction can accurately be resolved for (Figure 3.9c).   

∆𝑧 = (∆𝑌′ ∗ √2)  −  ∆𝑦           (3.4) 

 

By combining the vector components of displacement calculated using DIC, the 3D resultant 

displacement, Δr, of the slope can be calculated using Equation 3.5.   

 

𝛥𝑟 =  √∆𝑥2 + ∆𝑦2 + ∆𝑧2                              (3.5) 

 

Histograms were produced of the vector measurements from the synthetic movement tests to observe the 

precision of the calculated displacements from the DIC analysis.  The vector displacements were 

converted to metric units using a conversion factor that was found by measuring the number of pixels 

along a known distance in the hillshade images.  Figure 3.10 demonstrates that the standard deviation was 

smallest for measuring displacement in the x-direction, with a value of 0.0015 cm and the standard 

deviation was largest when calculating displacement in the z-direction using Equation 3.4 with a standard 

deviation of 0.0068 cm.  The small calculated standard deviations found while performing synthetic 

movement tests demonstrates that the portion of the total error in the 3D displacement resulting from the 

DIC component of the analysis is low.  The primary component of error when using field data is the 

internal accuracy of the point cloud data and the alignment between successive point clouds.  Variations 

in point cloud density will also result in noise in the surface roughness of the hillshade images that could 

inaccurately be detected as displacement. 
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3.6.3.2  3D Displacement using Experimental Data 

Point cloud data from an earth dam experiencing failure was used to confirm the validity of using DIC on 

hillshade images produced at two view angles for measuring 3D displacement.  Hillshade images were 

produced using the images compiled by both the fixed and mobile cameras.  A subset size of 150 pixels 

was used to complete the DIC analysis.  This subset size was chosen since it reduced instances of false 

movement being detected from noise in the surface roughness of the hillshade images while still 

providing high spatial resolution.  The vector plot produced from both the fixed and mobile camera data 

were nearly identical.  Figure 3.11 shows the displacement vector plot for images at both a 90 and 45 

degree view angles.  

 

A DIC analysis using subsets located at locations on the hillshade images corresponding to the locations 

of the 15 cm long posts was completed to calculate the 3D displacement of the slope.  The accuracy of the 

measured movement in the x, y and z direction could be observed by comparing the DIC displacement to 

the total station data.  The comparison of the measured displacement from the fixed camera models and 

the mobile camera models is shown in Figure 3.12.  A high level of agreement was found between the 

displacements measured using DIC and the total station survey data.  To measure the error associated 

with the displacement calculated using the DIC analysis for each set of camera images the RMSE was 

calculated.  The RMSE for the fixed camera models was found to be 1.66 cm, 1.94 cm and 1.74 cm in the 

x, y and z directions respectively and a RMSE of 1.63 cm for the resultant displacement.  The RMSE for 

the mobile camera models was lower at 1.21 cm, 1.34 cm and 0.64 cm in the x, y and z directions 

respectively and 1.33 cm for the measured total 3D displacement.  The RMSE of the mobile camera 

models is lower because the error within the point cloud data was 1.1 cm, compared to 1.4 cm for the 

fixed camera photogrammetry models.  The density of the point clouds from the mobile camera models 

was also higher than from the fixed camera models, reducing noise in the surface roughness of the 

hillshade images.   
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3.6.4  Time to Failure Calculations 

Predicting the time to failure can act as an early warning system when monitoring slopes.  The time to 

failure can be estimated by calculating the time at which the inverse velocity of a slope approaches zero. 

Some failure types do not experience accelerated displacement prior to failure, meaning that the time to 

failure cannot be calculated using the inverse velocity (Guthrie and Nicksiar, 2016).  As well, some 

monitoring methods do not produce high temporal data that can detect small displacements.    Previous 

studies on the time to failure have investigated how to calibrate the time to failure equations (e.g. 

Bozzano et al., 2014) and how to filter noise from the data to more accurately predict the time to failure 

(e.g. Carlà, et al., 2017).   For this study, data collected from wire extensometers, DIC performed on 

hillshade images and DIC performed on raw images were tested to see if the data could be used to 

estimate the time to failure.   

 

3.6.4.1 Wire Extensometers 

Wire extensometers are an easy and inexpensive way to measure slope displacement.  By distributing 

them throughout the slope, they can give an indication of when slope displacement has begun and where 

on the slope the majority of the displacement is occurring by measuring the change in the straight-line 

distance between the extensometer and the slope.  For this test, 24 extensometers were installed in five 

rows on the downstream face of the earth dam.  The naming convention for the wire extensometers is 

shown in Figure 3.13.  The exponentially increasing displacement with time leading to failure confirms 

that a time to failure analysis based on inverse velocity is applicable for the failure of the earth dam field 

test (Figure 3.13).  However, due to the rigidity of the extensometer springs, which produced steps in the 

data where the displacement should be a smooth line, the displacement rate of small movements could not 

be calculated.  As well, due to the limited data acquisition range of the sensors they needed to be reset 

several times during the test.  While the sensors were being reset no data could be collected, which 

produced errors in the final measured displacement.  The extensometers were unable to measure the larger 
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movements that occurred before failure since the measurement range had been exceeded.  Due to the 

many limitations of extensometers, they cannot be used to accurately measure the 3D movement or the 

rate of displacement of a slope. However, they can be a useful tool to detect when displacement has 

initiated in an inexpensive manner.  

 

3.6.4.2 Time to Failure from Hillshade Images 

Due to the smaller time step between the fixed camera hillshade images they were used to predict the time 

to failure instead of the hillshade images produced from the mobile camera images.  Nine subsets located 

on a portion of the slope experiencing the largest amount of displacement were used to measure the 3D 

displacement between each image set.  The inverse velocity of the slope could be calculated for each 

image pair since the time between images is known.  The measured displacement and inverse velocity 

versus time plots are shown in Figures 3.14a and 3.14b.  A linear regression was fit to the inverse velocity 

data, and a time to failure of 72 minutes was calculated.  The estimated time to failure is within four 

minutes of the observed failure.  Various time windows can be used to calculate the time to failure.  For 

this test, the selected time window started when the rainfall was initiated, but if instead the selected time 

window start after small displacements were measured (40 minutes) the calculated time to failure would 

be equal to 77 minutes.  The similarity between the estimated and observed time to failure confirm that 

DIC performed on hillshade images is able to detect small magnitude deformations, allowing the inverse 

velocity of the slope prior to failure to be measured.   

 

3.6.4.3 Time to Failure Calculated using Raw Images 

Although the inverse velocity from a DIC analysis performed on hillshade images was shown to provide a 

realistic estimate of time to failure, this method requires a large amount of processing time. It is therefore 

of interest to compare the results of a DIC analysis on raw images collected from a fixed camera as this 
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alternative method can operate in real time.  A DIC analysis was first completed on the raw images taken 

from the six fixed cameras to see if the vegetated slope provided enough texture to allow displacement to 

be tracked.  It was found that DIC could track displacement in the raw images, but due to perspective 

distortions, errors in the measured direction of movement occurred at the edges of each photograph.  

Figure 3.15 shows a section of the slope that appears in three images to observe the error due to 

perspective distortion.  In the images taken by camera 4, where the overlapping portion of the slope is at 

the centre of the photo, the vector arrows show no movement in the x direction whereas the images taken 

from camera 3 produced vector arrows that indicated movement in the positive x direction of the 

photographs from camera 5 show movement to be occurring in the negative x direction.  Since the images 

collected for this test overlapped, the error caused by perspective distortion could be corrected for, but 

this method would be less accurate if performed on non-overlapping images.   

 

Knowing that errors in the vector displacement for the raw images was lowest at the centre of an image, 

nine subsets from the centre of the photographs collected by camera 4 were used to calculate the inverse 

velocity of the slope.  The movement of the slope shown in Figure 3.16a shows the same exponential 

trend as Figure 3.14a, indicating that the slope is accelerating towards failure.  However, the inverse 

velocity plot does not show a linear trend but instead a concave regression.  If a curved regression line is 

fit to the data collected following the initiation of the rainfall, the calculated time to failure was estimated 

to be 80 minutes.  If a linear regression is fit to the data after 40 minutes of rainfall, when a small amount 

of displacement had occurred, the time to failure is more accurate and is equal to 76 minutes.  However, if 

this method is used as an early warning system for failure a linear regression would likely be fit to the 

initial data points (Figure 3.16b) causing the calculated time to failure to be 41 minutes, which is 35 

minutes before the observed time of failure.  The large underestimation of the time to failure using the 

raw images would lead to false alarms if implemented as an early warning system.   
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The discrepancies between the inverse velocities measured using the two methods are likely due to two 

factors.  The first is that as the slope displaces it moves closer to the camera causing each pixel of 

displacement in the raw images to represent a smaller amount of displacement in centimetres, causing the 

raw image DIC analysis to measure a larger displacement than the hillshade DIC.  This could be corrected 

for by converting the pixel movement into metric units using a scaling factor for each image, but this is 

difficult to do since the conversion factor will not be uniform throughout the slope. The second source of 

error within the raw images is from the angle at which the cameras are observing the slope.  The 3D 

displacement of the slope cannot accurately be measured from a single view angle, but neglecting a 

portion of the slope displacement the inverse velocity is less accurate.  

 

Despite the limitations and errors in the displacement and inverse velocity data produced from the raw 

images, due to the low computational time of this method, it is a good first step in an analysis and can act 

as a valuable tool to observe if a slope is experiencing accelerated displacement.   The results from a DIC 

analysis performed on raw images can be used to rank the risk posed by different slopes and evaluate 

which slopes warrant frequent monitoring.  

 

3.7 Conclusions  

Remote sensing techniques allow a large amount of spatially distributed data to be collected in the form 

of 3D point cloud data.  Point cloud data and digital elevation models are commonly used to measure 

elevation change from landslide displacement, but this does not take advantage of the full potential of the 

3D data.   Point cloud data contains local surface morphology information which can be tracked as texture 

patches to measure slope displacement using digital image correlation (DIC).  A method of measuring 3D 

displacement using DIC performed on hillshade images was developed.  Firstly, synthetic movements 

imposed on the point cloud data were used to test if this method could resolve for 3D displacement.  
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Secondly, the method was tested against observations of slope deformation measured using a total station 

on a 3.5 m high earth dam brought to failure under rainfall infiltration.  Point cloud data was produced 

using photogrammetry, but considerations were undertaken to minimise the number of additional 

variables that would influence the quality of the photogrammetric point cloud as the objective of the study 

was to investigate techniques of calculating magnitude and rates of ground movement data from generic 

point cloud data (i.e. LiDAR or photogrammetry). Through the use of high temporal data collected during 

the failure of the earth dam the time to failure of the dam was calculated and compared to the observed 

time to failure.  The principal findings of this study are summarised in the following conclusions. 

 

a) Three-dimensional displacement can be calculated through the use of DIC alone by completing a 

DIC on hillshade images produced at two different view angles.  The horizontal displacement (x 

and y) were computed using images with a view angle of 90 degrees to the horizontal.  The 

movement in the z direction was resolved by performed DIC on hillshade images with a 45 

degree view angle.    

 

b) It was found that the RMSE for the 3D displacement measured from the fixed camera and mobile 

camera models were 1.63 cm and 1.33 cm respectively.  The mobile camera models were found 

to have a lower error due to the higher point cloud density and lower alignment error between the 

point clouds produced at different epochs. 

 

c) The DIC analysis performed using hillshade images was able to detect small displacements, 

allowing the time to failure to be estimated using the inverse velocity of the slope.  The estimated 

time to failure was within four minutes of the observed slope failure. Wire extensometer data was 

not able to calculate the time to failure.  The time to failure could be calculated using DIC 
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performed on raw images, but this method underestimated the time to failure when the time 

window included data from when the rainfall was first initiated.   
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Table 3.1: Photogrammetry Model Properties and Errors 

Image Capture 

Method 

Average 

Planar 

Accuracy 

(pixels) 

Ground Sample 

Distance 

(mm/pixel) 

Base to Height 

Ratio 

A priori Error 

(mm) 

Fixed Cameras 0.22 1.3 1/3 0.9 

Mobile Camera 0.29 1.1 1/6 1.9 
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Figure 3.1:  a) Use of point clouds produced at different epochs to measure change in elevation b) Use of DIC to measure displacement in 

the x and y directions between hillshade images produced from images taken at different epochs and DEM of difference to measure 

elevation change c) Use of DIC performed at two different view angles to measure 3D Displacement
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Figure 3.2:  Plan view and cross section of earth dam with string potentiometers and rainfall nozzle 

locations  
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Figure 3.3: Full-scale earth dam during rainfall test 
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Figure 3.4: Plan view of earth dam with locations of stationary ground control points used to 

georeference and align the photogrammetry models and the mobile posts used to verify 3D slope 

displacement measured using DIC as well as sample images taken by the 6 fixed cameras 
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Figure 3.5: Ground control points for photogrammetry models and posts used to measure slope 

displacement through the use of total station surveys  
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Figure 3.6: Vectors measured during DIC for hillshade view angles of less than 90 degree
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Figure 3.7: a) Initial point cloud data produced from images taken prior to the initiation of rainfall  

b) Final point cloud data generated from images taken after slope had stopped displacing  
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Figure 3.8: a) 3D displacement found by measuring the absolute distance between initial and final 

point clouds b) DEM of difference showing change in elevation between initial and final models  
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Figure 3.9: a)  Synthetic movement test performed to show displacement measured for hillshade images with a 90 degree view angle b)  

Geometry and equations showing how movement in Y’ direction corresponds to displacement in the y and z direction c)  Synthetic 

movement test performed to show displacement measured for hillshade images with a 45 degree view angle
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Figure 3.10: Histograms showing spread in displacement measured during synthetic movement 

tests to measure movement in the x, y, Y’ and z directions 
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Figure 3.11: DIC results for fixed camera models a) from hillshade images with a 90 degree view 

angle b) from hillshade images with a 45 degree view angle 
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Figure 3.12: a) Comparison of displacement in x, y and z direction measured using DIC on fixed 

camera hillshade images and displacement measured using total station surveys b) Comparison of 

displacement in x, y and z direction measured using DIC on mobile camera hillshade images and 

displacement measured using total station surveys  
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Figure 3.13: Wire extensometer displacement measurements and location 
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Figure 3.14: a) Displacement of the slope leading to failure b) Time to failure predicted using 

inverse velocity from DIC analysis on hillshade images where failure is predicted to occur after 72 

minutes 
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Figure 3.15:  Vector arrows from a DIC analysis performed on the collected raw images.  Lines 

indicate where the same area of the slope is visible in all three images. 
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Figure 3.16: a) Displacement of the slope leading to failure b) time to failure predicted using inverse 

velocity from DIC analysis on raw images from Camera 4  
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Chapter 4 

Effect of land use change on retrogressive landslides along Mud Creek, near 

Ottawa, measured using digital surface models 

4.1 Introduction 

In Eastern Ontario, a significant number of landslides occur annually within the Champlain Sea clay that 

is prevalent in the area. These landslides play an important role in the geomorphic development of 

landscapes, especially when they occur along the slopes of active river valleys, and can also pose a 

substantial risk to both infrastructure and human life.  The National Capital Commission designated the 

area around Mud Creek, near Ottawa, Ontario as a greenbelt to limit construction in the area, allowing the 

land, which was previously used for agricultural purposes, to be naturally reforested.  The large land-use 

change in the region offers a unique opportunity to observe the effect of local revegetation on the stability 

of the river banks through the use of quantitative 3D data that spans a large time scale. 

 

Analytical and experimental studies have investigated the root-soil interaction that occurs during sliding 

that help to stabilise slopes (e.g. Wu, 1976; Pollen and Simon, 2005; Wu, 2013, Liang and Knappett, 

2017) and the conversion of forested land to pasture was estimated to triple the probability of the 

occurrence of landslides (Selby, 1976).  Several studies have shown that riparian vegetation increases 

stability and decreases the rate of erosion (e.g. Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 2000; Simon and Collision, 

2002; Pollen, 2007; Pollen-Bankhead and Simon, 2010).  Since riparian vegetation is strategically placed 

along a waterway, it is unclear whether natural revegetation due to land use changes would have the same 

stabilising effect.  An area in the Spanish Pyrenees that has experienced depopulation and land 

abandonment has been studied, and it was found that natural reforestation of farmland leads to a decrease 

in the occurrence of shallow landslides (e.g. Cammeraat et al., 2005; Begueria, 2006).  The outcome of 

land use change from farmland to woodland has not been studied widely for slopes along waterways 
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where instability due to toe erosion influences slope stability.  Historical air photos present an unmatched 

way to study the relationship between revegetation and slope stability on a multi-decadal scale. 

 

The objective of this chapter is to use historical aerial images and photogrammetric techniques to produce 

Digital Surface Models (DSMs) that can be used to measure the topographic transformation of the creek 

banks and the effect of land-use change on landslides near a water course.  A 740 m long (550 m straight 

length) section of Mud Creek (45°42'27.52"N, 75°56'30.49"W to 45°42'26.37"N, 75°55'73.00"W) was 

selected for this study because a high historical incidence of periodic retrogressive landslides has been 

observed in the region, and a large shift in the land-use of the area has occurred causing the vegetation 

cover to increase dramatically.  High-quality aerial images of this location were available for nine epochs 

between 1970 and 2015 allowing photogrammetry models to be generated for a large enough time span to 

observe retrogressive landslides and vegetation changes.  Previous studies have been conducted of Mud 

Creek, but images were only used to measure the number of landslides and did not provide quantitative 

data regarding the volume of the observed landslides. The outcome of revegetation can be observed by 

measuring the change in the volume of sediment lost, allowing the effect of the decision to designate the 

area around the creek as a greenbelt to be analysed.  

 

4.2 Mud Creek Field Site 

A 740 m section of Mud Creek, located near Ottawa, Ontario, in the Green’s Creek watershed, was 

selected for this study.  The banks of the creek consist primarily of Champlain Sea clay, which has a high 

sensitivity, meaning that the ratio of undisturbed to remoulded shear strength is high (Torrance, 1987; 

Rankka et al., 2004; Hugenholtz and Lacelle, 2004; Torrance, 2012).  The Champlain Sea formed around 

12 000 years B.P. (Karrow, 1961) as a result of the retreat of the Wisconsin ice sheet (Eden and 

Crawford, 1957; Crawford, 1968; Quigley, 1980).  As the ice sheet retreated, Champlain Sea clay was 

deposited, which is primarily composed of minerals such as quartz, feldspar, mica, amphibole and chlorite 
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(Eden and Crawford, 1957; Crawford, 1968; Quigley, 1980).  Deposition occurred through flocculation of 

silt and clay sized particles, this process allowed sediment to accumulate with a high water content 

(Torrance, 2012).  Sensitive soils tend to have an in-situ water content that is equal to or greater than the 

liquid limit (Quigley, 1980).   Flocculation also results in an open soil structure where the solid particles 

are aligned perpendicular to one another and are attached by plastic and rigid bonds (Crawford, 1968; La 

Rochelle and Lefebvre, 1971; Mitchell and Klugman, 1979; Quigley, 1980).   

 

Isostatic rebound eventually raised the Ottawa area above sea level, exposing the seabed to the 

atmosphere and ending soil deposition.  Exposure of the deposited clay to infiltrating fresh water caused 

the pore water salinity of the deposited clay to decrease through leaching (Eden and Crawford, 1957; 

Gadd, 1962; Crawford, 1968; Fransham and Gadd, 1977).  The removal of salt from the clay structure 

reduced the undrained strength of the soil and increased its sensitivity (Rochelle et al., 1970; Torrance, 

1987).  The high sensitivity of the Champlain Sea clay causes it to behave like a liquid when remoulded 

due to shearing, leading to liquefaction (Crawford, 1968; La Rochelle and Lefebvre, 1971; Torrance, 

2012). 

 

4.3 Previous Work at Mud Creek 

Visual observations of aerial photographs allow qualitative data such as the number, and location of slides 

to be collected (Figure 4.1).  Two studies of the Greens Creek and Mud Creek river valley have been 

completed that make use of historical aerial imagery.  The first was conducted by Sangrey and Paul 

(1971) and used a sequence of stereo pairs (viewed in stereo) to detect changes in landslide scars and to 

study the evolution of landslides in the area between 1933 and 1958.  This study found a high density of 

sliding along Green Creek and scars which indicated a retrogressive flow mechanism of sliding.   
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Hugenholtz and Lacelle (2004) expanded on the previous study by using aerial photographs taken of the 

Green’s Creek Valley over a 73 year period.  By comparing the air photos, it was found that 52 landslides 

have occurred along Green’s Creek and its tributary Mud Creek, the majority of which took place on the 

outside of meander bends and that these landslides occur episodically.  It was observed from this 

inventory that the majority of the landslides in the area (75%) were simple rotational slides followed by 

13% retrogressive slides and 8% and 4% of flows and translational slides respectively (Hugenholtz and 

Lacelle, 2004).  A simple rotational slide fails along an upward concave slip surface and causes a 

crescent-shaped scarp to be formed as the soil mass rotates until a stable configuration is reached.  A 

landslide is considered retrogressive when multiple shear surfaces are present allowing the failure to 

continue to progress back after the first slide until a stable angle is achieved.  Flow slides occur less 

frequently because they only occur when the clay has a high liquidity index and a low remoulded strength 

(Locat et al., 2011).   

 

Both studies made effective use of historical imagery to extend present knowledge of instabilities in the 

Mud Creek area back several decades. These studies, however, made use of aerial photography only to 

detect slides and to count the events. Neither study was able to measure the total volume of material 

removed by the slides using the aerial images, a key metric for judging the severity of a particular event.  

 

4.4 Traditional Monitoring Techniques  

Long-term surface deformation epoch-monitoring methods can broadly be divided into two categories: 

geodetic and remote sensing technologies.  Examples of geodetic techniques include the use of total 

stations (e.g. Stiros et al., 2004) and global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), (e.g. Gili et al., 2000; 

Malet et al., 2002; Squarzoni et al., 2005).  Geodetic techniques involve repeatedly surveying a relatively 

small number of individual points on the Earth’s surface, with high accuracy.  However, geodetic surveys 
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are expensive and time-consuming to complete, meaning that to increase the temporal resolution of a data 

set the special resolution often needs to be decreased.  The low spatial resolution makes it difficult to 

calculate the landslide volume, which requires dense 3D data. 

 

Remote sensing data is collected from spaceborne, airborne or ground-based (terrestrial) platforms and 

provides a large amount of spatial data in the form of digital surface models (DSMs), covering a wide 

area without the need for direct physical access to the site (e.g. Avery and Berlin, 1992; Laribi et al., 

2015), which for particularly unstable slopes can be hazardous.  There are currently many remote sensing 

technologies available to monitor landslides including: optical satellite imagery (e.g. Hervas et al., 2003; 

Cheng et al., 2004), photogrammetry (e.g. Fabris et al., 2005; Baldi et al., 2008; Gonzalez Diez et al., 

2014), radar interferometry (InSAR) (e.g. Antonello et al., 2004; Casagli et al., 2010), and laser scanning 

(LIDAR) (e.g. Prokop and Panholzer, 2009; Jaboyedoff et al., 2012; Kromer et al., 2017; Moya et al., 

2017).  Although all of these methods are useful for monitoring the change in landscapes due to landslides 

over time, the archival data available from satellite imagery, radar interferometry, and LIDAR does not 

cover a large time span, if they even cover the same area at all (more selective technique). These 

technologies have not been widely available beyond, at most, two decades at the cm-level scale needed to 

quantify sediment removal for small landslides.  By comparison, aerial images required to complete 

photogrammetry models are often readily available, and in Canada have been collected systematically 

since the 1950s across a very broad geographical area and at relatively good scales (1/3000 to 1/50,000) 

(Natural Resources Canada, 2015). 

 

4.5 Photogrammetry and Dense Stereo Matching 

Photogrammetry is now a well-established technique that allows dense 3D data/DSMs to be generated 

from sequences of overlapping imagery (e.g. Stumpf et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2015). Photogrammetry 

determines the 3D locations of points in space from the parallax (the relative difference observed in an 
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object seen from two perspectives) of the overlapping imagery (Birch, 2006). The principle of collinearity 

allows the trilateration of these 3D points in space from 2D image points because the point in object space 

and the point in image space are along the same line as the projection centre of the camera, provided the 

distortion parameters of the lens have been accounted for (Laribi et al., 2015).  This trilateration operation 

is iterated millions of times to create dense 3D data that follows closely the surface observed in the 

imagery.  

 

Although aerial photogrammetry has been employed for many decades, the use of Dense Stereo Matching 

algorithms, made possible by increases in computing power and the resolution of digital imagery, is not 

more than a decade or so old.  While there are several Dense Stereo-Matching Algorithms available, the 

3DM Analyst Mine Mapping Suite (ADAM Technology, 2010), a robust survey-grade photogrammetry 

system developed for the needs of mining and civil engineering, employs Normalized Cross Correlation 

Least Squares matching (NCC-LSM).  

 

NCC-LSM finds “interesting” image points and then checks if the window around the interesting area is 

matched to another image. The window undergoes a series of projective transformations until the match 

meets a certain minimum accuracy, expressed by a correlation coefficient of 0 to 1 (in 3DM this is usually 

between 0.8 and 0.9 depending on the application). The optimal parameters for the projective 

transformation are determined by a least-squares process. Using projective transformation may not 

produce as many points as competing techniques, such as Semi-Global Matching, but this method can 

achieve sub-pixel accuracies. 

 

Absolute orientation of the models is normally accomplished through the use of Ground Control Points 

(GCP), which are targets visible in the imagery with known coordinates measured by a Total Station or 

GNSS.  While a minimum of three GCPs are needed to provide absolute orientation, a larger number of 
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GCPs is desirable to increase redundancy within the model and allow inaccurate data points to be detected 

and removed.  It is also important that GCPs should be evenly distributed throughout the model area. 

GCPs in a collinear configuration, such as along a roadway, are to be avoided even if such points are 

numerous.  As will be seen, these principles of proper GCP distribution cannot always be followed 

perfectly when using historical imagery collected decades ago. 

 

Producing photogrammetric models using historical aerial images presents unique challenges as GCPs 

may never have been collected for image sets taken years ago. What is more, changes in the landscape 

over time may mean that landmarks or other “interesting” features that can be picked-up to pixel-level or 

sub-pixel level of accuracy are difficult to find or in poor distribution in the imagery.   

 

Chandler & Brunsden (1995) presented a method, known as the archival photogrammetric technique, to 

produce spatial data from aerial images without the need for camera calibration data by using a self-

calibrating bundle adjustment.   A self-calibrating bundle adjustment solves for the interior orientation 

parameters and lens distortion parameters without the need for control point information.  For this 

method, control was introduced from points taken from large scale maps or by measuring the distance 

between two points.  Walstra et al. (2004) used a similar method to quantify past landslide movements at 

Mam Tor (Derbyshire, UK), but GNSS was used to collect ground control data.  Similar case studies of 

landslide movement and volumetric loss using historical aerial photogrammetry were conducted by Baldi 

et al. (2008), Prokesova et al. (2010) and Gonzalez-Diez et al. (2014).  Historical aerial photogrammetry 

has also been applied to the study of river bank erosion and channel migration rates (e.g. De Rose and 

Basher, 2011). 

 

The present study resolves the absence of GCPs in the imagery using a novel technique. The latest epochs 

of aerial imagery, which has the largest number of common features that can be measured, is used to 
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establish absolute orientation, and then this orientation is propagated to earlier epochs using only relative-

only points on “interesting” image features. This means that landmarks do not need to be present in all 

epochs to be used as control points.  

 

4.6 Methodology 

4.6.1 Scanning and Preparing Historical Aerial Images 

To use hard copy aerial images for photogrammetry the images need to be scanned and converted to 

raster format.  During this process, the type (colour versus grey scale) and resolution of the scan need to 

be specified.  Unless the native resolution of the film emulsion and lens is known beforehand, it is 

prudent to maximise the resolution of the scan to ensure that minimal data is lost during the scanning 

process (Hughes et al., 2005).  There is considerable debate within the literature as to the achievable film 

emulsion resolution.  For DSM generation, however, it has been observed that there are diminishing 

returns below 15 µm (Jaakkola and Honkavaara, 1994). It should also be noted, that scanning at too high 

a resolution will start to make the crystals of the film emulsion into “interesting” points for NCC-LSM, a 

highly undesirable outcome.  

 

Historical aerial images of Mud Creek were obtained from the National Air Photo Library which is 

operated by Natural Resources Canada.  The National Air Photo Library has a comprehensive historical 

archive which contains over six million photographs covering all of Canada. Overlapping image pairs 

with scales ranging from 1/6000 to 1/10,000 were selected for this study. This scale range was chosen 

because it allowed for the site of interest to be covered easily by a small number of images but still 

provided the level of accuracy required.  The optimum scales for site studies of landslides are between 

1/5000 and 1/15,000 (Norman et al., 1975; Mantovani et al., 1996) since large-scale photographs provide 

a higher degree of detail and allow changes in landforms to be detected more accurately.  Besides the 

scale of the images, the ground sample distance (GSD), which is the length of each pixel along the ground 
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surface, needs to be known.  The GSD is important to consider since large-scale images with low spatial 

resolutions will have large GSDs, which will result in less accurate models.  Nine epochs were chosen to 

be modelled for this study based on image availability and quality; 1970, 1973, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1988, 

1990, 1995 and 2015.  Photogrammetry, unlike LIDAR, cannot penetrate through foliage.  Leaves can 

also move between image pairs, making it difficult to generate relative only points.  To prevent these 

problems, images from the early spring and late fall, when no foliage was present on the trees, were 

selected.  The absence of foliage allowed the models to generate points on the branches and trunks of the 

trees as well as the surrounding ground.  A summary of the characteristics of the scanned aerial 

photographs can be found in Table 4.1. 

 

Once the desired images were selected from the National Air Photo Library, they were scanned using an 

RM6 high-resolution photogrammetric scanner produced by Wehrli & Associates to a scanned pixel size 

of 8 µm (Wehrli & Associates, 2016).  Photogrammetric scanners maintain film flatness to minimise out 

of plane distortion.  The Matlab code reduced the image file size by increasing the size of each pixel, 

which under a certain limit does not affect the metric accuracy (Bahr, 1988; Haveloc, 1989).  According 

to Baltsavias (1999) and Jaakkola & Honkavaara (1994), scanned pixel sizes between 15-30 µm are 

typically used for photogrammetry and that there is minimal change in the accuracy of generated DSM for 

pixel sizes between 7.5 and 15 µm. The images were downsampled using Matlab to a resolution of 

approximately 12 µm.  The ground sample distance was calculated based on the image pixel resolution, 

sensor size, focal length and flying height and is shown in Table 4.1.  Since downsampling the images 

reduces the pixel resolution, it increases the GSD.  This increase did not largely impact the accuracy of 

the models since the a priori error in the z direction (the lowest achievable error for the produced models) 

was 4 to 9 cm, and the error associated with manually digitising the GCPs within the models was between 

7.5 and 15 cm (1 to 2 pixels), both of which are much larger than the error associated with increasing the 

GSD. 
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During scanning, the images can be shifted or rotated slightly, which can lead to errors in the camera 

calibration since the location of the principal point of the photograph will be altered.  Traditional methods 

for using historical aerial images account for these errors by digitising the fiducial marks.  Fiducial marks 

are located within the view window when images are taken by the camera, and they indicate the 

orientation of the film in the camera with respect to the lens and camera body and define the principal 

point within an image.  However, not all photogrammetry software packages are capable of digitising 

fiducial marks.  As well, some programs cannot incorporate the lens distortion parameters found within 

calibration reports, or the camera calibration information may be missing.  The present study aims to 

address these problems through the use of a method that does not use the fiducial marks within the 

photogrammetry software, allowing photogrammetry software that was not specially designed for aerial 

photographs to be used.  The selected method involved translating and rotating the images to align the 

fiducials pixel-to-pixel using a rigid transformation.  The flatness of the photogrammetry scanner meant 

that changes in scale were unnecessary. Once aligned, the fiducials and other metadata were cropped out 

(Figure 4.2). In this way, the geometric principal points of the images were all aligned and could be 

processed photogrammetrically. The calibrated focal length was the only parameter taken from the 

certificates; radial distortion was considered to be minimal and compensated for in the exterior orientation 

of the cameras in the network bundle adjustment. Given that radial distortion in aerial metric cameras is 

not significant compared to an accurate focal length, this method yielded very similar results to traditional 

air photo processing methods using the CalibCam software.  To compare the proposed method to the 

traditional method, models were produced with the images containing the fiducial marks and minimal 

change in accuracy was observed between the two methods.   

 

The 2015 model was produced using images taken by a digital UltraCam Xp camera (Vexcel Imaging, 

2009) These photos did not contain fiducial marks, reducing the amount of work required to process the 

images.  The 2015 model also had a lower a priori error than many of the historical aerial models.  This is 
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because the a priori error is equal to the planar accuracy of a model multiplied by the GSD and divided by 

the base to height ratio.  Although the base to height ratio is smaller for the 2015 images the planar 

accuracy of the models was higher, resulting in a smaller final error in the z-direction.   

 

4.6.2 Producing Linked Point Cloud Models  

The software package 3DM CalibCam by ADAM Technology was used to generate the 3D models for the 

image pairs in each epoch (Figure 4.3).  This software was selected due to its high accuracy level and the 

ability to manually control image matching.  To produce results in metric units, the models need to be put 

in the same absolute orientation using GCPs.  Rather than try to find GCPs in every epoch, a new 

approach was used that assigned orientation in the latest epochs and then the absolute orientation was 

propagated through the remaining epochs using relative-only points on features that may be visible in 

some epochs but are not stable over the course of the monitoring. 

 

4.6.2.1 Linking Epochs using Visible Land Markers 

Individual models for each epoch were linked using relative only points located on prominent features, 

such as the corners of roofs (Figure 4.3b).  These relative only points were digitised using the dual cursor 

function in CalibCam, which allows an automated NCC-LSM to be conducted at a selected location that 

appears in two images.  Since this process is automated, it helps to produce more accurate image matches 

than manually matching ground features.  Matched relative only points were carried through as many 

epochs as possible. However, some houses were constructed or demolished over the time span being 

analysed.  As well, changes in lighting between image sets made it so that certain features could not be 

matched in successive epochs.  In these cases, new visible landmarks between the epochs were found.    

 

A minimum of seven matched relative only points is required between successive epochs, but a larger 

amount was used to increase redundancy.  Ideally, matched points should be distributed evenly 
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throughout the entirety of the images in the same manner as GCPs.  Distributing the matching points 

across the entire area of the model was impossible for the Mud Creek site since all the stable landmarks 

were clustered along the road, a linear feature.  Fortunately, the creek being studied is located close to the 

road (Figure 4.4a), which decreased the amount of error experienced from poorly distributed matched 

points since the error increases in uncontrolled areas of the model.  

 

4.6.2.2 GCP Collection and Measurement 

Two-dimensional grid points located at the corners of roofs were selected from the GeoOttawa GIS data 

(GeoOttawa, 2016) to use as GCP.  The x and y coordinates were measured using NAD83 for Zone 9 

(Ottawa region).  Since z data was not provided in the GIS survey, dummy heights based on the interior 

orientation of the relative only points were used for the control points.  Control points were manually 

digitised in the 1995 photogrammetry model (Figure 4.3c). The models were then linked one at a time 

using a function that allowed the aligned epochs to remain rigid as the new epoch being added was 

georeferenced using the relative only points linking the models. 

 

Using GIS data that was already collected and processed helped to reduce the time required to produce 

the historical models.  The error in the Nad83 coordinates accounts for a small amount of the total error 

budget since the location of the corner of each house can only be manually digitised to an accuracy of 

approximately 2 pixels (15 cm).  For this reason, increasing the accuracy of the GNSS coordinates of the 

house corners would not greatly increase the overall accuracy of the GCP or the final models.    

 

4.6.2.3 Fine Tuning Alignment Using an Iterative Closest Point Algorithm  

Since dummy heights were used for the GCP, the model alignment was fine-tuned using an iterative 

closest point algorithm within the open source software program CloudCompare (Girardeau-Montaut, 

2015). This process also corrected for any rotation of the point cloud data that could have occurred due to 
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the near collinearity of the relative only points linking the models and the GCP.  Two successive epochs 

were closely aligned to each other starting with 2015 and 1995 and working backwards to 1970.  The ICP 

algorithm keeps the reference model fixed while the second point cloud is translated and rotated in the x, 

y and z direction until the distance between the two point clouds is minimised. The scale of the models is 

not changed during this transformation. 

 

4.6.3 Finding Landslide Locations and Calculating Volumes  

A colour map was produced between the 1970 and 1995 models to determine where the largest amount of 

elevation change occurred.  Since only elevation change due to landslides was desired, vegetation and 

buildings that were demolished or constructed during this period were removed from both the 1970 and 

1995 models.  A gridded DEM with a 1 m grid spacing was produced from the two point clouds.  The 

elevation change between the two generated DEMs was plotted within Matlab and is shown in Figure 4.4 

along with the orthophoto produced from the 1970 and 1995 models.  

  

The elevation colour map (Figure 4.4) demonstrates that the models were properly aligned since all the 

areas showing elevation change are located along the creek.  As well, no false positives due to vegetation 

growth or the deconstruction of buildings are shown, which demonstrates that the filtering process used to 

remove vegetation and infrastructure was successful.   

 

The elevation colour map allowed locations with large amounts of volume change to be observed.  Cross 

sections were produced for seven sites where volume loss was detected.  The positions of the cross 

sections can be seen in Figure 4.5.  For all the cross sections, the models produced from aerial images 

taken in 1982, 1984 and 1990 were not used.  The 1982 and 1984 cross sections were not included 

because they were nearly identical to the 1983 cross sections taken at all seven locations.  The 1990 cross 

sections were not used because the 1990 point cloud was very sparse, which increased the error in the 
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produced cross sections.  Small sections of the point cloud were cut to calculate the volume change at 

each cross section.  The volume change was found by calculating the sum of the negative and positive 

elevation changes between two DSMs.   

 

4.7 Measuring the Accuracy of Photogrammetry Models 

Since the photogrammetry models were realigned using an ICP algorithm, the accuracy of the models 

needed to be calculated.  The accuracy of the point clouds was estimated by cutting control patches from 

each model at select locations, such as the roofs of houses and along the roadway, and calculating the 

mean of the Euclidean distances between the control patch point clouds (Table 4.2).  The root mean 

square error was also calculated between the control patches and produced very similar error values to the 

mean of the Euclidean distances.  The positions of the nine patches used to produce an average accuracy 

value are shown in Figure 4.6a. 

 

Many of the houses were demolished between 1970 and 2015, and some of the point cloud models 

covered a smaller area than the 1970 model so the accuracy at some control patch locations could not be 

calculated for all the epochs.  The average accuracy of all the modelled years was found to be 34 cm.  

This level of accuracy allows reliable cross sections to be produced. 

 

In addition to calculating the error at select locations throughout the images, two cross sections were cut 

through the models to ensure that the point clouds were well aligned.  Cross section 1 was cut along the 

main roadway in the images, and the cross section data is shown in Figure 4.6b.  From this cross section, 

it can be seen that there is some scatter within the data, but all the point clouds follow the same trend, 

showing that there is no rotational skew occurring in the data. Cross section 2 was cut through a section 

of the creek that had experienced little change, and all the cross sections are shown to be well aligned 

(Figure 4.6c).   
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4.8 Results  

4.8.1 Volume Lost due to Landslides and Erosion 

To measure the impact landslides have on the sediment load, and how much soil has been lost over time, 

the amount of soil lost between 1970 and four proceeding epochs was calculated, and the results are 

shown in Table 4.3.  Landslide C lost the largest volume of soil.  The landslides at cross sections A and B 

lost a large volume of soil in comparison to the landslides at cross sections D, F and G.  All the landslides 

are considered to be “very small”, except for Landslide C, which is “small’ based on the classification 

system presented by Fell (1994).  Despite the small size of the landslides they still have a large impact on 

the ecology of the creek and the geomorphology of the area.   

 

The percentage of total volume loss was graphed versus time (Figure 4.7) to observe which epochs 

experienced the largest amount of volume loss as well as the variation between the different landslides.  

Figure 4.7 shows that landslides A, C, D and G experienced the greatest amount of volume loss between 

1973 and 1983.  Landslide A varied from C, D, and G in that it experienced a significant amount of toe 

erosion between 1995 and 2015.  Unlike landslides A, C, D and G that have not experience slope 

displacement since 1983, landslides B, E and F have experienced continuous movement between 1970 

and 2015.  To better understand the type of landslides occurring at each site cross sections were produced 

allowing the landslides to be divided into two categories: stable retrogressive and active retrogressive. 

 

 

4.8.2 Stable Retrogressive Landslide with a Steep Slope Angle 

Cross section A is the most westerly landslide in the 740 m study area and is located on the outside bank 

of a curved portion of the creek.  There is no landslide scarp at the location of landslide A in the 1952 

images indicating that the slope failed for the first time sometime between 1952 and 1970.  The 1952 

aerial images were not used to produce point cloud data since many of the buildings used as ground 
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control points had not yet been constructed and the images had a large ground sample distance.  Between 

1970 and 1973 a small amount of toe erosion occurred that was followed by a large failure between 1973 

and 1983.  This failure resulted in a sizeable volume loss at the crest as the slope retrogressed back 10 m 

(Figure 4.8).  Some of the soil removed from the crest accumulated near the creek instead of being 

washed downstream.  Little change occurred between 1983 and 1995 at the crest, but the toe of the slope 

moved back one metre between 1983 and 1988 and another metre between 1988 and 1995.  By 2015 all 

of the accumulated soil from the previous failure had been eroded from the toe of the slope.   

 

4.8.3 Stable Retrogressive Landslides with Shallow Slope Angles 

In the 1970 aerial images, two existing landslide scarps can be seen at cross sections C and D.  Smaller 

landslide scarps are present at the locations of cross sections C and D in aerial images taken in 1952, 

indicating that both slopes have experienced retrogressive failure.  From Figure 4.9 it can be seen that 

both landslides C and D have experienced a minimal amount of volume loss since 1983.  The central 

portion of both landslides has failed back to an angle of between 12 and 15 degrees.   

 

Landslide C is the largest of the observed landslides, extending 85 m horizontally and 15 m vertically 

from toe to crest, but also has the shallowest slope.  Between 1970 and 1973 the toe of the slide regressed 

back 15 metres, which caused a slope failure at the crest of the slope between 1973 and 1983.   This slope 

failure resulted in some replacement of the volume that had been lost at the toe of the slope. The slope 

remained stable between 1983 and 1995 with little change to the slope geometry.  Between 1995 and 

2015 erosion occurred at the toe of the landslide causing the toe of the slope to move back by 2 m. 

 

 Landslide D is the second largest slide, extending 70m horizontally and 13.5 m vertically.  A failure 

occurred at the toe of landslide D between 1970 and 1973 causing the slope to retrogress back 5 m.  
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Another 2 m of the toe was eroded between 1973 and 1983.  Between 1983 and 1995 no erosion occurred 

on site, but between 1995 and 2015 the further eroded backwards by 2 m. 

 

Cross section G is the most eastward landslide in the study area.  No failure was detected at the site before 

1970.  Between 1970 and 1973 a small failure occurred which increased the slope angle to 56 degrees.  

This over-steepening of the slope caused a second failure to occur between 1973 and 1983.  After the 

slope at Landslide G failed the slope angle decreased to approximately 19 degrees and has remained 

stable for the past 22 years.   

 

4.8.4 Active Retrogressive Landslides 

From Figure 4.7 it can be seen that landslides B, E and F show a much different trend in the volume lost 

over time than landslides A, C, D and G.  Landslides B, E and F are retrogressive (Figure 4.10) but unlike 

slides A, C, D and G they have experienced continuous movement over the past 45 years.   

 

Cross section B experienced a considerable amount of displacement between 1970 and 2015.  The slope 

moved back approximately 3 m between 1973 and 1983 and then remained stable between 1983 and 

1988.  Between 1988 and 1995 and 1995 and 2015, the crest of the slope moved back approximately 8 m 

for a total retrogression at the crest of about 23 m between 1970 and 2015.  The slope failure that 

occurred between 1995 and 2015 decreased the slope angle from 45 to 17 degrees.   

 

Landslide E experienced movement between almost all of the measured epochs.  The slope angle 

remained relatively consistent between 1970 and 2015 ranging between 21 and 27 degrees.  Erosion is 

shown to have occurred at the toe of the slope and is likely one of the triggers causing the retrogressive 

failures despite the slope having a shallower slope angle than many of the other landslides along Mud 

Creek.   
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Cross section F is the smallest of the observed landslides, with a height of between 2 to 4 metres, but it 

has experienced the most consistent movement, with a failure occurring between every epoch.  Between 

1970 and 1973 the slope retrogressed back 2 m, 5 m between 1973 and 1983, 2 m between 1983 and 1988 

and finally 4 m between 1988 and 2015.  The slope at cross section F maintained a steep slope angle of 

between 40 and 48 degrees.    

 

4.8.5 Change in Creek Path 

Since all the photogrammetry models are aligned and have the same scale, a polyline can be drawn on top 

of the orthophotos produced from the 1970 and 2015 models.  The change in the pathway of Mud Creek 

is shown in Figure 4.11 where the outline of the creek path from the two models has been overlaid on the 

1970 orthophoto.  By comparing the locations of the observed landslides with the evolution of the creek 

path, it was noted that landslides are a major contributor to the development of the creek path and are 

substantially affecting the topography of the area.  The largest deviations in the creek path occurred at 

cross sections C, D, F and G.  There is a sizable change in the creek path located east of cross section F, 

but it could not be confirmed if this change was a result of a landslide due to the low point density in the 

vicinity, which inhibited accurate cross sections of the ground surface from being generated. 

 

4.8.6 Effect of Vegetation  

The retrogressive landslides along Mud Creek have been affected by the land-use change in the area, 

which allowed natural revegetation to occur along the creek.  Previous studies have shown that the 

occurrence of shallow landslides decreases when forest cover is present (e.g. Pearce et al., 1987, Sidle et 

al., 2006; Stokes et al., 2009; Bathurst et al., 2010).  Tree roots increase the apparent cohesion of the soil 

(e.g. Frydman and Operstein, 2001; Stokes et al., 2008; Bathurst et al., 2010).  This increase in soil 

strength is because tree roots are strong in tension, unlike soil which is strong in compression, allowing 

the two to produce a composite material with increased strength (Thorne, 1990).  Trees also help to 
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reduce the effect of rainfall on pore pressures within the slope since trees decrease the soil moisture 

content, resulting in a higher rainfall threshold being required to trigger landslides (Bathurst et al., 2010).  

The retrogressive slides along Mud Creek occur on the time scale of years instead of hours or days.  This 

long time span allows trees to establish a root system at the crest of existing landslides before the next 

retrogressive event.   

 

Cammeraat et al. (2005) and Begueria (2006) found that an agricultural area in the Central Spanish 

Pyrenees experienced a decrease in the number of landslides after the area experienced depopulation, 

which allowed the tree cover in the area to increase over the last 60 years.  Mud Creek experienced a 

similar change in land-use after the land around the watershed was declared part of the greenbelt.  After 

the land became a greenbelt, much of the area located nearest to the creek, which had been used as 

farmland, was allowed to transition back to its original vegetated state.  This increase in vegetation can be 

seen in Figure 4.12 where the white areas around the creek show the locations of trees and other tall 

vegetation. 

 

The location of trees was defined using the DSMs and the aerial images.  Images were produced from the 

point cloud data after vegetation had been removed and the region covered by vegetation was manually 

shaded red using an image processing software.  The area covered by vegetation within various region 

widths was calculated within Matlab using threshold segmentation.  The change in vegetation cover 

between 1970 and 2015 for various widths around the creek is shown on Figure 4.13b.  Since it was not 

known what distance away vegetation could be from the creek and still influence the slope stability, three 

different band widths (50, 100 and 200 m) were tested.  The change in vegetation is very similar for 

widths of 50, 100 and 200 metres.  The amount of vegetation was relatively small until after 1983 when 

trees began to grow.  Between 1983 and 2015 the area covered by trees along the creek quadrupled.  By 

comparing the average yearly volume loss (Figure 4.13c) to the percentage of land covered by vegetation, 
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it can be observed that as the amount of vegetation near the creek increased, the amount of volume lost 

due to landslides decreased by a substantial amount.  The average yearly volume loss dropped from 

940m3 per year between 1970 and 1973 to 290m3 per year between 1995 and 2015.   

 

The effect of vegetation can also be observed by comparing the amount and location of vegetation around 

the landslides that are stable and those that have remained active.  Landslides B, E, and F, which have 

remained active, do not have any trees at the crest of the landslide scarps in the 1995 or 2015 models.  In 

comparison, there is vegetation visible at the crest of landslide A and G as well as at the crest and in the 

bowl of landslides C and D in the 1995 images, all of which have been stable since 1983.  As the area 

covered by vegetation increases, the landslides are less able to retrogress back further, resulting in a 

smaller volume of soil being lost due to landslide events.  The reduction in volume loss along the creek as 

vegetation increased over time, demonstrates that policy decisions, such as establishing a greenbelt, can 

be an effective means of addressing slope stability issues along small waterways.    

 

4.8.7 Triggering Mechanisms of Landslides along Mud Creek 

Many landslides along a meandering stream occur on the outer bend of a meander belt since the flow 

velocity is largest at that point, allowing erosion to occur.  Toe erosion is a trigger of slope instability 

since it decreases the resisting force of a slope and increases the slope angle.  Retrogressive landslides 

that occur without toe erosion could be undergoing progressive failure, which is where the strength of the 

soil in the shear zone transitions from the peak to the residual strength at a small location within the slope, 

causing stresses to be transferred to the neighbouring soil until the failure surface is fully formed.  By 

looking at both the change in the creek path and the cross sections it can be observed whether progressive 

failure or toe erosion is likely causing landslides to occur at each cross section location.  The landslides 

and cross sections E and F appear to be triggered by toe erosion since the creek is moving towards the 

slides and undercutting the slopes.  Whereas at cross sections B and G, failure occurred despite the creek 
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moving away from the landslides, indicating that progressive failure could have occurred.  At landslide A 

the creek has undercut the slope leading to toe erosion between 1995 and 2015, but the failure that 

occurred between 1973 and 1983 appears to have been triggered by progressive failure because there was 

little change in the creek path during that time period and the toe of the landslide remained unchanged.  It 

is difficult to decipher whether the landslides at cross sections C and D were triggered by toe erosion or 

progressive failure since both landslides had their initial failure before monitoring began and have 

experienced little change since 1983.   

 

Large precipitation events are also commonly linked to slope instability since rainfall leads to an increase 

in the pore pressure within the soil, causing the shear strength of a slope to decrease.  Hugenholtz and 

Lacelle (2004) found that there was a positive correlation between the number of landslides and the 

cumulative precipitation within a ten year interval for the Green Creek and Mud Creek watershed.  

However, by comparing the annual precipitation (Figure 4.13a) to the annual volume loss (Figure 4.13c), 

it can be seen that little correlation exists between the two.  This is likely because single large rainfall 

events and not the yearly precipitation dictate whether landslides will occur. 

 

4.8.8 Linking Historical and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Data 

The slope at Landslide E has previously been studied by Foster (2011), Potvin (2013), Bentley (2015) and 

Brunton (2016).  Landslide E is 11 m high and extends approximately 30 m horizontally from crest to toe 

(Figure 4.10).  This site was initially selected because it presented pre-failure conditions which indicated 

that it was a landslide in a suspended state and had the potential of future instability (Potvin, 2013) and 

the site is bounded by two landslide scarps (Foster, 2011).  An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has been 

used to collect aerial images since 2010, allowing instances of surficial movement, toe erosion and slope 

deformations to be observed.  Two retrogressive events occurred during that time, the first in March 2012 

and the second in April 2013 (Potvin, 2013).   
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Since the historical aerial image models were scaled using GNSS data, the produced point clouds are in a 

global coordinate system.  By collecting GNSS data of ground control markers at Landslide E, the 

photogrammetry models generated using images from a UAV will have the same coordinate system and 

line up with the historical point clouds.  From Figure 4.10 it can be seen that there is a good agreement 

between the alignment of the UAV point cloud data and the historical aerial image data since no 

movement was observed on site between 2013 and 2015 and this is shown in the cross section.  The 2010 

cross section matches well with the 1988 cross section showing erosion at the toe of the slope which 

matches with the progression of the creek path southward at cross section E. This shows that point cloud 

data collected from historical aerial images can successfully be merged with present day UAV 

photogrammetry data to observe changes at specific sites of interest.  The merged data set can also be 

used to calculate the volume change of the landslide over time using the same method previously 

discussed.  The results of this volume change analysis are shown in Table 4.4.  Landslide E is one of the 

smaller landslides within the monitored area along the creek with a total volume loss of 2000 m3 between 

1970 and 2015. 

 

4.9 Conclusions 

Previous studies have shown that the banks along Mud Creek near Ottawa, Ontario, which are comprised 

of a sensitive marine clay known as Champlain Sea clay, are prone to episodic retrogressive failure.  The 

area surrounding the creek has undergone extensive revegetation due to its designation as a greenbelt.  

Using historical aerial images and photogrammetry 3D point clouds of the creek were produced for nine 

epochs between 1970 and 2015.  From the photogrammetry models, the effect of vegetation on the 

volume lost due to landslides as well as slope geometry changes could be quantified.  The principal 

findings of this study are summarised in the following conclusions. 
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a) A nontraditional method was selected to produce the photogrammetry models.  This method did 

not use the fiducial marks on the aerial images or the lens distortion parameters within the 

photogrammetry models.  The produced models had an average error of 34 cm, which is similar 

to the error expected using traditional methods.  The method presented in this paper will allow 

less expensive software packages that cannot use images with fiducial marks and do not allow 

camera parameters to be entered to be used to produce historical image point clouds. 

 

b) All of the landslides in the study area occurred on the outside bends along Mud Creek, which fits 

with the findings of Hugenholtz and Lacelle (2004).  The volume of each landslide was 

calculated, and it was found that three of the landslides have remained active throughout the study 

period and four have not failed since 1983.   

 

c) A significant amount of creek migration has occurred within the study area.  By comparing the 

change in creek path with locations of landslides it can be seen that the two are connected and 

that landslides have a large effect on the geomorphology of the area. 

 

d) By comparing the increase in vegetation to the average yearly volume loss, it was found that the 

increase in vegetation resulting from the land around Mud Creek being designated as a greenbelt 

had a significant impact on the stability of the slopes in the region.  The direct link between the 

amount of land near the creek covered by vegetation and the volume of soil lost due to landslides 

shows that policy can be an effective means of addressing the risk of landslides along small 

waterways since vegetation helps to stabilise the slopes.    The precipitation level was also 

considered as a factor affecting the change in landslide volume over time, but it was found that 

very little correlation existed between the amount of spring or annual precipitation and the annual 
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landslide volumes, since large rainfall events and not annual precipitation are likely to affect the 

occurrence and size of landslides.  

 

e) Point clouds produced using images from an UAV could accurately be merged with the historical 

image point clouds to produce a large data set for a selected study area.  
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the acquired aerial photographs from the National Air Photo Library 

Epoch Camera 

Type 

Focal 

Length 

(mm) 

Base 

to 

Height 

ratio 

Scan 

resolution 

(µm) 

Downsampled 

resolution 

(µm) 

Downsampled 

Ground 

Sample 

Distance 

(cm) 

A priori 

Error 

(cm) 

1970 RC 8 152.467 1/3 8.0 11.8 7.5 8.6 

1973 RC 8 152.039 1/3 8.0 11.8 7.3 8.5 

1982 RC 10 153.228 1/3 8.0 11.7 7.2 8.9 

1983 RMK A 152.910 1/3 8.0 11.7 7.2 8.4 

1984 RC 8 152.958 1/2 8.0 11.7 7.3 4.8 

1988 RC 10 151.396 1/2 8.0 11.8 7.0 5.9 

1990 RC 8 152.056 1/2 8.0 11.9 11.7 8.0 

1995 RMK A 152.799 1/2 8.0 11.7 7.4 4.6 

2015 UltraCam 

XP 

100.500 1/4 N/A N/A 6.0 4.1 
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Table 4.2: Mean of the Euclidean distances between 1970 model and proceeding epochs at patch 

locations shown in Figure 4.4a 

 Root Mean Square Error between 1970 model and each epoch (m) 

Location of Patch 1973 1982 1983 1984 1988 1990 1995 2015 

A 0.24 0.29 0.31 0.24 - - 0.35 0.64 

B 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.32 - - 0.34 0.44 

C 0.31 0.28 0.45 0.37 - - 0.29 0.32 

D 0.28 0.36 0.31 - - - - - 

E 0.26 0.4 0.28 0.33 - 0.43 0.44 - 

F 0.24 0.45 0.28 0.27 - 0.47 0.28 0.34 

G 0.27 0.33 0.42 0.41 0.43 0.38 0.37 0.3 

H 0.22 0.31 0.23 0.21 0.37 - - - 

I 0.22 0.26 0.35 0.21 0.33 - - 0.26 

Average 0.26 0.34 0.33 0.30 0.38 0.43 0.35 0.38 
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Table 4.3: Volume lost between 1970 and each epoch at six landslides along Mud Creek 

 Cumulative Volume since 1970 (m3) 

1973 1983 1995 2015 

Cross Section A 100 2650 2850 4300 

Cross Section B 300 650 2750 4900 

Cross Section C 1700 5000 5300 5500 

Cross Section D 500 1400 1700 1750 

Cross Section F 100 450 750 1650 

Cross Section G 50 750 950 1000 

Total Volume Change 2750 10900 14300 19100 

Total Volume per km 

of creek 

3720 14730 19320 25810 

 

 

Table 4.4: Rate of volume lost due to landslides at Landslide E in m3/year 

 Rate of Volume loss between each epoch and 1970 (m3/year) 

1973 1983 1995 2010 2011 2012 2013 2015 

Cross 

Section E 

130 620 900 1380 1440 1660 1940 2000 
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Figure 4.1:  Outline of Landslides A, B, C and D from aerial images  
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Figure 4.2:  Methodology used to process hard copy historical images for use in photogrammetry 

models 
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Figure 4.3:  Methodology used to produce georeferenced and aligned photogrammetry models for 

multiple epochs  
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Figure 4.4:  Photogrammetry models for a) 1970 and b) 1995 and c) the elevation change between 

the 1970 and 1995 models with 1970 creek in white.    
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Figure 4.5:  Locations of cross sections produced from photogrammetry models 
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Figure 4.6:  a) Locations where mean Euclidian distance and RMSE was calculated between 1970 

model and each proceeding epoch b) Cross Section 1 along road where little change has occurred c) 

Cross Section 2 cut through point cloud where no landslides had occurred 
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Figure 4.7:  Percentage of total cumulative volume lost at each landslide location  
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Figure 4.8:  Cross section and hillshade image (with cross section location shown in white) for a 

retrogressive landslide that has been stable other than toe erosion since 1983 but has not achieved a 

shallow slope angle
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Figure 4.9:  Cross sections and hillshade images (with cross section location shown in white) for three retrogressive landslides that have 

reached a stable shallow slope and have not moved since 1983 
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Figure 4.10:  Cross sections and hillshade images (with cross section location shown in white) for three active retrogressive landslides 
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Figure 4.11:  Change in creek path between 1970 and 2015 with locations of cross sections shown
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Figure 4.12:  Point cloud data with vegetation removed, where white space shows the vegetated area 
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Figure 4.13:  a) Yearly total precipitation from Environment Canada with line showing 

average yearly rainfall b) Percentage of land within various sized bounded regions around 

Mud Creek that is covered by trees c) Average volume loss per year between measured 

epochs 
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Chapter 5 

Mobilised shear strength observed in field tests of rainfall-induced 

failure in small agricultural earth dams 

5.1 Introduction  

In Japan, there are approximately 210,000 small earth dams (e.g. 2-5 m high) used for irrigation 

purposes (Hori et al., 2006).  Many of these dams are more than 70 years old and were 

constructed based on local experience rather than designed within an effective stress soil 

mechanics framework.  These dams are composed of locally available soils, exhibit low dry 

densities associated with earthworks constructed without the benefit of mechanised compaction 

equipment, and do not typically include toe drainage systems. These historical earth dams are 

prone to occasional failure during heavy rainfall through three main mechanisms: overflow, 

seepage-induced piping, and shear failure.  The focus of this paper is the investigation of shear 

failure driven by increases in pore water pressure and reductions in matric suction within full-

scale field tests of earth dams during heavy precipitation.  

 

When managing the safety of a large number of dams, risk assessment based on the probability of 

failure can be used to decide which dams are most in need of rehabilitation efforts.  Rehabilitation 

of these historical earth dams, through earthworks or the addition of toe drainage systems, 

requires an assessment of stability.  Traditional limit equilibrium methods assume the Factor of 

Safety (FoS) is the same everywhere in the slope, but this is not the case if progressive failure 

occurs.  Progressive failure was first described by Bjerrum (1967), who found that at failure the 

strength of the soil in the shear zone first transitions from the peak to the residual strength at a 

small location within the slope.  When a slope undergoes progressive failure, the mobilised shear 

strength varies throughout the slope, causing the average shear strength of the slope to decrease 
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(e.g. Castellanos et al., 2016).  Seasonal moisture cycles can lead to progressive failure in 

overconsolidated clay (Kovacevic et al., 2001; Picarelli et al., 2001; Take and Bolton, 2004) due 

to dilation and softening, which lead to seasonal downslope ratcheting and local failure (Take and 

Bolton, 2011).  The effect of progressive failure needs to be accounted for when analysing slope 

stability.   

 

Furthermore, choosing what values of c’ and φ’ should be used in a limit equilibrium analysis is 

not straightforward.   Firstly, the apparent c’ intercept is a function of the initial void ratio of the 

soil and the range of tested normal effective stresses.  Overconsolidated clay will undergo dilation 

resulting in a peak shear stress at approximately 1% shear strain (Figure 5.1a ) (Atkinson, 2007a).  

This peak produces a curved failure envelope for effective stresses between zero and the critical 

state, which is often simplified using a linear Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion.  The linear failure 

criterion is erroneous when the normal effective stresses in-situ are greater or smaller than the 

normal effective stress used to test soil samples.  Depending on the range of normal effective 

stresses used to test a soil, the peak strength can be described by many different combinations of 

c’ and φ’ (e.g. Atkinson, 2007b).  Careful consideration of appropriate stress levels is required to 

use strength parameters from a linear envelope for a limit equilibrium slope stability analysis.  

Secondly, matric suction in unsaturated soil impacts the measured shear strength (e.g. Gan et al., 

1988; Ning and Likos, 2004).  In unsaturated soils, the apparent cohesion is composed of two 

terms, c’ (the shearing resistance associated with interparticle physiochemical forces) and c’’ (the 

shearing resistance from capillarity effects as suction stress is mobilised) (Ning and Likos, 2004).  

The component of strength from capillary cohesion is equal to χ(ua –uw)tanφ  (Figure 5.1b (Ning 

and Likos, 2004)) where χ is the effective stress parameter, ua is the pore air pressure, uw is the 

pore water pressure, and φ is the friction angle. The capillary cohesion is neglected when a 

saturated finite element model is used, causing the additional strength to appear as an effective 
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cohesion.   Finally, in a soil permeated by roots, the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion should 

include c’R, which is the effective root cohesion (Figure 5.1c) (e.g. Frydman and Operstein, 2001; 

Stokes et al., 2008). Due to all the factors that influence the cohesion values of the soil, it can be 

difficult to know what value is appropriate to use for analysis.   

 

The peak states failure envelope can produce results that should not be used in design since the 

mobilised shear strength during first-time failure of compacted clay embankments is often below 

the peak shear strength (e.g. Skempton, 1977; Wright et al., 2007) even for slightly 

overconsolidated clays (Rivard and Lu, 1978).  Instead, the fully softened strength, which is 

numerically equal to the peak strength of a normally consolidated soil sample (Skempton, 1970; 

Skempton, 1977), should be used to represent the strength for first-time failures in embankments 

composed of high plasticity clay (Kayyal and Wright 1991; Wright et al., 2007; Castellanos et al., 

2016). Using the fully softened strength is also an empirical method to account for the occurrence 

of a progressive failure (Bromhead, 1978, Chandler, 1984).  However, when monitoring such a 

large number of dams, it may be overly conservative to use the fully softened strength.  To 

calculate a more representative mobilised shear strength for the dams a back analysis can be 

completed.   

 

A back analysis is a method of estimating the soil strength parameters at failure using a slope 

stability model by considering the FoS to be equal to unity at failure.  Back analyses are 

commonly performed to calculated in-situ soil strength parameters and are widely considered to 

be more reliable than laboratory or in-situ tests (e.g. Mesri and Abdel-Ghaffar, 1993; Zhang et al., 

2013).  The use of a back analysis allows many of the errors that can occur during soil testing to 

be avoided since it takes into account the structural fabric of the soil, the influence of fissures and 

the effects of pre-existing shear planes (Duncan and Stark, 1993).  However, there are limitations 
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to using back analysis, and careful consideration needs to be taken when making assumptions that 

affect the accuracy of the produced stability models.  One limitation of back analyses is that the 

stress conditions at failure are not precisely known, and the impact changes in the effective stress 

have on the shear strength cannot be calculated (Duncan and Stark, 1993).   It is often desired to 

calculate the strength of a weak layer within a heterogeneous profile, but this is often impractical 

using a back analysis since the soil strengths of all the surrounding layers need to be known 

accurately (Deschamps and Yankey, 2006). 

 

The geometry of the slope, pore pressure distributions and material properties such as soil density 

need to be known to complete a back analysis.  Assumptions need to be made when dealing with 

unexpected slope failures.  Conservative assumptions are often used in design, but applying 

conservative assumptions to a back analysis will result in unconservative shear strength values 

(Dechamps and Yankey, 2006).  To account for uncertainties in the parameters used within a 

back analysis the probability of failure for a range of shear strength combinations can be 

estimated (Gilbert et al., 1998; Tang et al., 1999).   

 

A back analysis does not provide a unique solution to the soil strength parameters, but if the 

location of the failure surface is known, the unique combination of c’ and φ’ that represents the 

strength of the soil at failure can be found because the depth of the failure surface is dependent on 

the value of c’ (e.g. Duncan and Stark, 1993; Wesley and Leelaratnam, 2001; Deschamps and 

Yankey, 2006; Jiang and Yamagami, 2006; Jiang and Yamagami, 2008). 

 

The objective of this chapter is to observe the effect of heavy rainfall on small agricultural earth 

dams and to back calculate the average mobilised shear strength of Kanto Loam, which is 

commonly used to construct agricultural earth dams in Japan.  Two full-scale rainfall tests with 
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different reservoir water levels were completed to observe if the failure surface and mode of 

failure would remain consistent and to study the relationship between increases in pore water 

pressure and slope movement.  The effectiveness of horizontal toe drains was also tested by 

plugging installed drains before Test 1b.  The repeatability of the calculated mobilised shear 

strength was observed by calculating the FoS of the dam at failure during a second rainfall test. 

 

5.2 Earth Dam Field Experiment 

A 3.5 m high homogeneous earth dam with a crest width of 2.51 m and side slopes inclined at 34 

degrees was constructed using Kanto Loam at the National Institute for Rural Engineering 

(NIRE) in Tsukuba, Japan (Figure 5.2).  Sod was planted on the downstream slope to replicate the 

vegetation that is present on most earth dams in the area.  Behind the dam was a reservoir that 

could be filled to various levels.  Kanto Loam is readily available in the Kanto Plains region, and 

many homogeneous earth dams in the Kanto area are constructed out of the same material.  The 

earth dam was constructed in lifts and was lightly compacted (Figure 5.3) to a Standard Proctor 

degree of compaction of approximately 80%, which is consistent with the degree of compaction 

of many dams in Japan (Hori et al., 2006).  The foundation of the dam consisted of densely 

compacted Kanto Loam, which limited the flow of water through the foundation soil.  

 

Two dam experiments are reported in this manuscript, which consisted of bringing a vegetated 

earth dam to failure using heavy rainfall.  Rainfall was simulated using 40 rainfall nozzles that 

were evenly distributed over the downstream slope face in 10 rows (Figure 5.2) with an intensity 

of 150 mm/hr.  The first dam had toe drains that consisted of a vertical shaft filled with sand 

connected to a horizontal pipe (Figure 5.4). Test 1a consisted of applying rainfall to a dam while 

the drains were open, the drains were then plugged to run rainfall Test 1b, where the earth dam 

was brought to failure. After Test 1b, portions of the downstream slope of the dam that had 
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experienced failure were excavated to form benches in the existing soil, and the toe drains were 

removed.  New soil was placed and compacted until the desired slope angle of 34 degrees was 

obtained, at which point, sod was planted on the downstream slope and crest of the dam.  A 

second rainfall test was conducted, which consisted of Tests 2a and 2b with failure occurring 

during Test 2b.  Conducting a second rainfall experiment offered the unique opportunity to 

investigate the repeatability of back calculated values of c’ and φ’. 

 

5.2.1 Soil Properties 

Kanto Loam consists of a highly weathered brownish loamy volcanic ash mixed with seams of 

various kinds of tephra including scoria, pumice and ash (Hashimoto, 1991).  The weathering of 

volcanic ash soils produces allophane clay, which is a hydrated aluminium silicate that is rich in 

aluminium.  Allophane clay is amorphous and consists of hollow spherical particles (So, 1998).  

Due to the high porosity and structure of allophane clays, Kanto loam has a low dry density, with 

the bulk density typically ranging between 0.8-1.3 g/cm3 (Maeda et al., 1977).  Kanto Loam is the 

primary soil type in the Kanto region, which consists of the following Prefectures in Japan: 

Tokyo, Saitama, Chiba, Kanagawa, Gumma, Ibaraki and Tochigi (Karan, 2005).  Several soil 

tests were conducted on the Kanto Loam by the technicians at NIRE, including; a grain size 

analysis, Standard Proctor, and saturated hydraulic conductivity tests.  From the performed grain 

size analysis it was determined that the soil is well graded with 22.1% sand, 45.2% silt and 32% 

clay.  The grain size distribution curve can be seen in Figure 5.5, and the physical properties of 

the Kanto Loam soil are summarised in Table 5.1.   

 

A series of triaxial tests were performed on undisturbed and disturbed samples at confining 

pressures of 15, 30 and 60 kPa by the laboratory technicians at NIRE.  By plotting a Mohr circle 

for each triaxial test, the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope was estimated.  The undisturbed soil 
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was found to exhibit a peak strength envelope defined by a cohesion of 26 kPa and a friction 

angle of 29.3 degrees.  The disturbed soil had a cohesion of 1 kPa and a friction angle of 23.4 

degrees.  The cohesion value found for the undisturbed soil is indicative of the peak strength 

since the triaxial tests were performed at low confining pressures on compacted soil.  

 

5.2.2 Instrumentation 

To complete a back analysis of the dam, the pore water pressures at failure need to be known.  

Vibrating wire piezometers were used to measure the pore water pressure at 30 second intervals, 

and wire extensometers were used to measure deformation to define when failure had occurred.   

Thirteen piezometer pipes were installed on the downstream slope of the dam.  The piezometers 

were placed in three rows with one row along the centre line of the dam and the other two 

approximately 7 m to the left and right of the centerline.   

 

Twenty-five wire extensometers were installed throughout the downstream face of the dam.  They 

were installed in 5 rows.  Displacement readings were collected at each location every 30 

seconds.  Only data from the piezometers and wire extensometers at the centre of the slope were 

used for this study.  The locations and labels of the wire extensometers and piezometers utilised 

for this study are shown in Figure 5.2.  The wire extensometers are spaced approximately 80 cm 

apart horizontally with wire extensometer number 5 (WE5) being located approximately two-

thirds up the slope and wire extensometer 1 (WE1) 30 cm from the toe of the slope.  Piezometers 

1 (P1) is located at the crest of the slope, and the piezometer numbers increase towards the toe of 

the dam.  The piezometers were separated by a horizontal distance of approximately 1.3 m.  
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5.3 Results 

Piezometer and displacement data from the Tests 1a and 1b were used to examine the amount of 

slope movement resulting from changes to the water level within the dam.  Three main events 

affected the pore water pressures during the first rainfall test, which were; rainfall on a dam with 

drains, increasing reservoir level, and rainfall on a dam without drains.  The timing of each of 

these events is shown in Figure 5.6.  The piezometer data collected during Tests 2a and 2b only 

illustrate the effect of rain on an earth dam without drains.   

 

The type of slope failure was compared between Tests 1b and 2b.  As well, since the water level 

within the dam at failure is known, a back analysis could be completed to determine the 

mobilised shear strength.  The repeatability of the back calculated mobilised shear strength at 

failure was observed by calculating the FoS of the dam at failure during Test 2b. 

 

5.3.1 Effect of Rainfall Events  

5.3.1.1 Rainfall on a dam with drains  

Before Test 1a the reservoir behind the dam was filled to a height of 2.8 m.  Filling the reservoir 

was completed several weeks before the application of rainfall during Test 1a so that steady state 

seepage could be reached.  Steady state was confirmed by taking water level readings for 15 

hours before the start of the first rainfall event. 

 

The water level within the slope began to rise after approximately 25 minutes of rainfall.  This lag 

time represents the time it takes the wetting front to infiltrate the unsaturated soil above the steady 

state water table.  The water level first increased at the toe of the slope in piezometers 4 and 5 

(Figure 5.7) where the rainfall needed to travel the shortest distance to the water table.  At the 
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crest of the dam where the rainfall needed to infiltrate 0.8 m to reach the water table, the effects 

of the rainfall were not seen until approximately 35 minutes into the experiment (Figure 5.7).  

The slope began to experience displacement after 45 minutes of rainfall and continued to 

experience movement even after a new equilibrium water level was reached 55 minutes into the 

test.  The largest amount of movement occurred at the mid-point of the slope at WE3, and the top 

and bottom of the slope experienced little to no displacement.   

 

5.3.1.2 Increase in reservoir water level 

After four hours of continuous rainfall, the reservoir water level was increased from 2.8 m to 3.4 

m.  The impact of the increase in reservoir water level on the water table throughout the dam and 

the resulting displacement is shown in Figure 5.8.  The water level at piezometers 1 and 2 

increased due to the change in reservoir height, but the water level did not increase lower in the 

slope, likely due to the presence of the drains that extended up towards piezometer 3.   

 

Since failure had not occurred after 2.1 hr of continuous rainfall at the increased reservoir level 

(7.3 hours of total precipitation), the experiment was stopped.  The dam was left for 14.6 hours 

with no rainfall to establish a new steady state flow for the raised reservoir water level.   

 

5.3.1.3 Rainfall on a dam without drains 

Test 1b 

To better understand the effect of drains on the stability of an earth dam during heavy rainfall, the 

drains were plugged.  Plugging the drains caused the water level in piezometers 1, 2 and 3 to 

increase (Figure 5.6), which helped to verify the assumption that the water level near the toe of 

the slope had not increased when the reservoir height was raised because of the installed drains.   
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Similar to the first rainfall event, there was a lag time between the precipitation starting and the 

water level within the dam increasing (Figure 5.9).  However, the lag time was shorter with the 

water level beginning to rise after 15 minutes.  The decreased size of the unsaturated zone causes 

the infiltration time to decrease, which demonstrates that one of the impacts of raising the water 

table is that the time between rainfall initiation and slope displacement decreases.  After 

approximately 30 minutes of precipitation, the water level within the slope plateaued and even 

started to drop.  The decrease in pore water pressure temporarily stabilised the slope causing zero 

displacements to occur between the 26.4 and 26.8 hour mark in the test.  However, the slope 

eventually became unstable, and a sizable amount of movement occurred, resulting in failure 

between 26.8 and 27.5 hours into the test. 

 

Test 2a and 2b 

The second rainfall test consisted of two precipitation events (Tests 2a and 2b) performed on a 

dam without toe drains.  The reservoir water level was set to a height of 3.0 m, and a steady state 

water level was obtained.  Baseline piezometer readings were taken for several days before both 

rainfall events to confirm that the water level within the slope had reached a steady state and was 

not changing.  Tests 2a and 2b were conducted using the same rainfall intensity that was used 

during Tests 1a and 1b (150 mm/hr).   

 

Test 2a lasted 1.3 hours, during which time 2 to 4 cm of displacement occurred (Figure 5.10).  

After this event, the dam was left for 5 days to ensure the water table had decreased back to its 

baseline level.  The dam was brought to failure during a rainfall event that lasted 1.2 hours.  After 

failure had been initiated, the rainfall nozzles were turned off.  The slope continued to displace 

for approximately 20 minutes after the rainfall ceased.  However, not all of the displacement that 
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occurred after the rainfall nozzles were turned off was captured by the wire extensometers since 

they had reached the extents of their measurement range (Figure 5.10).    

 

When comparing the piezometer readings during Test 1b and 2b, it can be seen that the rainfall 

did not increase the water level as dramatically during Test 2b as it did during the Test 1b.  This 

difference could be a result of the thicker grass on the slope decreasing rainfall infiltration during 

Test 2b.   

 

5.3.2 Effectiveness of Drains 

Two different types of drainage pipes were installed in the dam.  The first type of drainage pipe, 

which consisted of corrugated PVC pipe with a diameter of approximately 20 cm, was installed 

along the first third of the dam on the left hand side as shown in Figure 5.4. The second drainage 

pipe was constructed using PVC pipe with a diameter of approximately 10 cm with a non-woven 

fabric installed at the end to prevent clogging.  When comparing the two rainfall tests, it can be 

seen that the presence of drains delayed the initiation of displacement and decreased the rate of 

movement by lowering the water table at the toe.  During the Test 1a, where drains were present, 

the slope displaced 3 to 6 cm over a rainfall duration of 7.3 hours, whereas the slope displaced 2 

to 4 cm during a rainfall period of 1.5 hours during test 2a.  The ability of the installed drains to 

decrease the rate of displacement and lower the water table demonstrates their effectiveness at 

lowering the risk of failure during heavy rainfall.   

 

5.3.3 Type of Slope Failure and Failure Surface Location 

Figure 5.11 shows the final failure of the earth dam after Tests 1b and 2b.  The sod growing on 

the slope during both tests prevented erosion of the surface soil during the heavy rainfall.  Both 
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dams experienced a mainly rotational failure with some translational movement that resulted in 

bulging near the toe of the slope and an elevation drop at the crest.  The dams displaced 

approximately 2 to 6 cm during Tests 1a and 2a and experienced failure during Tests 1b and 2b.  

The initial slope movement could have produced fissures that allowed soil dilation to occur, 

leading to soil softening.  This loss of soil strength could be responsible for the failure of the 

slope during the second rainfall events for both experiments.   

 

5.3.4 Back Analysis 

A back analysis was completed to find the range of φ’ and c’ values that result in a factor of 

safety of one.  The critical failure surfaces for various friction angles are shown in Figure 5.12.  

The critical failure surface is located deeper in the slope as the cohesion value increases.   

 

A 2D analysis using the Morgenstern and Price method was implemented for this back analysis.  

Methods for 3D limit equilibrium analysis have been proposed by many researchers since the 

1960’s (e.g. Hungr, 1987; Gens et al., 1988). However, few 3D analysis procedures have been 

widely accepted in comparison to 2D analysis methods.  Considering 3D effects increases the 

degree of indeterminacy of the model resulting in more assumptions needing to be made to make 

the problem statically determinate.  Producing accurate back calculated shear strength results is 

difficult when using a 3D model since the actual failure shape can rarely be represented (Akhtar, 

2011).  Research conducted on the accuracy of 2D limit equilibrium methods has shown that 

methods that satisfy all conditions of equilibrium, such as Morgenstern and Price (1965), result in 

a factor of safety that is accurate to ±5 percent (Duncan and Wright, 1980).   
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5.3.5 Sensitivity Analysis  

The soil strength parameters derived from a back analysis are only as accurate as the parameters 

entered into the analysis.  Three sensitivity analysis were completed using the critical failure 

surfaces shown on Figure 5.12.  The first was to test which method of representing the pore water 

pressure in the slope should be used, the second tested whether soil suctions could be neglected 

and the third measured the effect variations in soil density have on the back calculated soil 

strength.  For these sensitivity analyses, the soil strength parameters that produced a critical 

failure surface with a factor of safety of one were found (Figure 5.13) using SEEP/W and 

SLOPE/W (GeoStudio User’s Manual, 2012) 

 

5.3.5.1 Modelled Pore Water Pressure 

For the limit equilibrium stability analysis software, SLOPE/W, pore water pressured can be 

calculated using two different methods.  The pore water pressure can be represented by a 

piezometric surface, or the pore pressures throughout the slope can be computed by performing a 

seepage finite element analysis using SEEP/W.   

 

The first method involves drawing the piezometric surface within the slope stability model by 

connecting lines between piezometer data collected throughout the dam.  The pore pressure at the 

failure surface is then calculated by determining the distance between the mid-point of each slice 

to the piezometric line and multiplying this distance by the unit weight of water.  This method 

overestimates the pore water pressure acting on the shear surface, leading to a lower calculated 

factor of safety and higher computed mobilised shear strengths at failure.  Alternatively, a 

seepage finite element analysis, such as SEEP/W, can be used to calculate the pore pressures. The 

hydraulic conductivity of the soil needs to be known to complete a seepage finite element 
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analysis.  The infiltration rate from the rainfall can then be adjusted until the water level modelled 

within SEEP/W matches the measured water levels from the piezometers. For this study, a 

hydraulic conductivity of 2.7E-06 m/s, which was measured using the falling head method by the 

technicians at NIRE, was used for the embankment soil.  The hydraulic conductivity of the 

foundation was assumed to be one magnitude smaller than the embankment soil since the 

foundation had been heavily compacted.  This assumption allowed for most of the water flow to 

occur through the dam and not the foundation.   

 

The variation in mobilised shear strength calculated by the two different methods of determining 

the pore water pressure is shown in Figure 5.13a.  The simplified method of drawing in the 

piezometric surface led to an increase in the calculated mobilised cohesion of 0.5 kPa.  This 

difference is calculated cohesion could impact the FoS calculated from stability analysis produced 

for other dams composed of the same material if the methodology for determining the pore 

pressures within the slope is not consistent between the analysis used to back calculate the 

mobilised shear strength and proceeding analyses.  

 

5.3.5.2 Saturated versus Unsaturated Models 

A saturated model is often used when modelling slope stability for simplicity because ignoring 

matric suctions in the unsaturated soil produces a conservative design.  However, neglecting the 

effects of matric suction in the unsaturated zone of the dam could lead to inaccurate back 

calculated strength results.  To see if matric suction had a large effect on the calculated soil 

strength the range of c’ and φ’ values that produced a factor of safety of one were found using 

pore water pressure from both a saturated and an unsaturated model.   
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For the unsaturated model, a hydraulic conductivity function and soil-water characteristic curve 

are needed for the Kanto Loam.  The hydraulic conductivity function was estimated using the 

Fredlund and Xing method (Fredlund and Xing, 1994) and a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 

2.7 E-06 m/s.  The hydraulic conductivity at various matric suctions is dependent on the soil-

water characteristic curve, which is a representation of the pore-size distribution of the soil 

(Fredlund et al., 1994).  A typical soil-water characteristic curve for a silty clay (Figure 5.14) was 

used for the unsaturated model with a saturated volumetric water content of 0.77 m3/m3 (Sarsby 

and Meggyes, 2001).  By plotting the back calculated c’ and φ’ from the saturated and the 

unsaturated pore water conditions it can be found that very little variation exists between using 

the two modelling methods (Figure 5.13b).  The similarity between the saturated and unsaturated 

models is due to the fact that the dam reservoir height was very high, resulting in only a small 

portion of the failure surface passing through the unsaturated zone.  Furthermore, the addition of 

rainfall caused the soil suctions within the unsaturated soil to be small.  As a result, a steady state 

analysis, using a saturated model can be used to complete the back analysis for the mobilised 

shear strength of Kanto Loam earth dams.   

 

5.3.5.3 Variation in Soil Density 

Since the specific gravity and dry density of the soil were known, the saturated unit weight of the 

soil could be calculated.  The computed saturated unit weight from three locations along the 

length of the crest of the dam as well as the average density are shown in Table 5.2.   

The saturated unit weight was varied between 14 and 15 kN/m3 and the back calculated soil 

strength parameters that produced a FoS equal to one were graphed (Figure 5.13c).  From the 

sensitivity analysis, it was found that the value used for the saturated unit weight did not have a 

large impact on the back calculated strength parameters for friction angles between 20 and 35 

degrees.   
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5.3.6 Back Calculated Shear Strength using the Known Failure Surface 

A back analysis cannot calculate unique values for the shear strength parameters c’ and φ’ 

because one slope failure only provides a single piece of information to solve for two unknowns 

(e.g. Duncan and Stark, 1993; Wesley and Leelaratnam, 2001; Deschamps and Yankey, 2006; 

Jiang and Yamagami, 2006; Jiang and Yamagami, 2008).  Both c’ and φ’ can be solved for if the 

depth to the shear surface is known, provided the position of the shear surface is not controlled by 

strong or weak layers within the slope (Saito, 1980; Li and Zhao, 1984).  Knowing the location of 

the shear surface allows the unique c’ value and its corresponding φ’ to be calculated because the 

depth of the shear surface increases as the c’ value increases.  Alternatively, the value of φ’ 

calculated by laboratory tests can be used to back calculate the value of c’ (e.g. Duncan and Stark, 

1993; Tang et al., 1999). 

 

The shear surface was measured after the dam was failed by digging a trench beside the 

piezometer casings at the centre of the slope and finding the point of rotation (Figure 5.15).  The 

pore pressures were calculated using SEEP/W, and a saturated model was used.  By matching the 

modelled failure surface to the estimated failure surface, the soil shear strength was estimated to 

have a friction angle of 25° and a cohesion of 2.3 kPa.  

 

It was found that the back calculated cohesion value is much lower than the cohesion value 

measured from the triaxial tests performed on undisturbed soil since the cohesion value found 

from triaxial tests is highly dependent on the initial void ratio of the sample, which may be 

different than the in-situ soil.  The back-calculated friction angle of 25 degrees agreed with the 

triaxial data, which measured a friction angle between 25 and 30 degrees for undisturbed Kanto 

Loam.  
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By comparing the actual failure surface (Figure 5.15) to the critical failure surfaces shown on 

Figure 5.12, it can be seen that the actual failure surface is smaller and does not pass through the 

toe of the slope.  If the location of the failure surface had not been known, and the fiction angle 

was instead assumed to be 25 degrees, based on the triaxial test results, the back calculated 

cohesion value would be 3.75 kPa.  This cohesion value is 39 percent higher than the cohesion 

value found using the failure surface observed in the field, which demonstrates the importance of 

knowing the location of the failure surface. 

 

5.3.6.1 Components of Apparent Cohesion 

It is important to consider where the cohesion calculated from the slope stability models is 

coming from.  Within a stability model, the effects of dilation, matric suction and vegetation can 

be interpreted as cohesion.  Cohesion is the apparent shear strength of a soil and is comprised of a 

combination of soil tension, intermolecular forces, and cementation.  Apparent cohesion can 

result from dilation occurring when a dense soil undergoes shearing.  Since the Kanto Loam was 

only compacted to approximately 80% Standard Proctor, it is unlikely to have a very large peak 

shear stress that would produce a significant effective cohesion value, although some of the 

modelled cohesion could be a result of dilation. 

 

Surface tension between soil particles in unsaturated soils causes soil tensions.  These tensions 

produce negative pore water pressures that help to hold the soil particles together and increase the 

normal effective stress and the shearing resistance of the soil.  A saturated model and an 

unsaturated model were produced to test if matric suction impacted the back calculated cohesion 

of the soil.  From Figure 5.13b it can be seen that there was very little difference in the back 

calculated cohesion from each model.  The small impact of the capillary stresses to the strength of 
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the soil is likely because the water table within the dam is quite high, so very little of the failure 

surface passes through the unsaturated zone of the dam.   

 

The roots of vegetation can also increase the cohesion value of soil since they mechanically 

reinforce the soil (e.g. Gray and Leiser, 1982; Greenway, 1987; Gray and Sotir, 1996; Stokes et 

al., 2009).  Tengbeh (1993) found that grass roots can increase the shear strength by up to 850% 

in clay soils and that the amount of shear strength contributed by vegetation is dependent on the 

root density.   The increase in cohesion due to roots can be calculated as a function of root density 

and root tensile strength using a theoretical model developed by Wu et al. (1979), but this method 

can overestimate the root reinforcement (Operstein and Frydman, 2000; Pollen and Simon, 2005).  

Baets et al. (2008) modelled the soil cohesion increase due to vegetation using the erosion model 

EUROSEM and found that grass roots increased the cohesion by 1-6 kPa. 

 

5.3.7 Repeatability of Back Calculated Mobilized Shear Strength 

To test the accuracy of the back calculated mobilised shear strength (friction angle of 25 degrees, 

and cohesion of 2.3 kPa) the FoS was calculated for the dam before rainfall was initiated for Test 

1a, during Test 1a, and at failure during Tests 1b and 2b (Figure 5.16).  The FoS was 1.38 before 

the first rainfall test began and the reservoir water level was 2.8m.  The FoS dropped to 1.11 

during Test 1a when the reservoir water level was raised to 3.4 m, and rainfall was occurring.  

The drains reduced the water level within the dam resulting in a FoS above one.  During failure 

(Test 1b), the FoS was assumed to be equal to one to complete the back analysis.  The calculated 

FoS of the slope during Test 2b at failure was 1.03, which shows the accuracy of the back 

calculated strength for the modelled dam geometry.  The similarity between the FoS during the 
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two tests also shows that the drains that were present during Test 1b did not strengthen the slope 

or produce a preferential failure surface. 

 

The FoS during Test 2a, when failure did not occur, was also calculated.  It was found that the 

pore pressures during Test 2a were slightly higher than they were at failure, although the FoS was 

the same at 1.03.  Since failure did not occur during this rainfall event, it is possible that the small 

displacement that occurred during Test 2a weakened the dam, allowing it to fail during test 2b.   

 

5.4 Conclusion 

Many agricultural earth dams in Japan were constructed without the use of compaction 

equipment, making them at risk of shear failure due to heavy rainfall.  Two rainfall experiments 

were conducted to bring a dam to failure and to back calculate the mobilised shear strength at 

failure of Kanto Loam.  It is difficult to choose an appropriate value for c’ from laboratory tests 

due to factors such as dilation, matric suction, and vegetation.  Back analysis can more accurately 

calculate the shear strength of the soil than laboratory tests, but assumptions made when 

completing a back analysis need to be carefully considered to ensure the shear strength is not 

overestimated.   

 

Vibrating wire piezometers were installed in the slope to measure pore pressure and wire 

extensometers were used to measure deformation and define when failure had occurred.  By 

completing two experiments on dams with the same material, construction method and geometry 

the repeatability of the mode of failure and the mobilised shear strength at failure could be 

studied.  The principal findings of this study are summarised in the following conclusions. 
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a) It was found that both slopes experienced a rotational failure that exited the slope 

approximately 1 m above the toe and that the slope also experienced translational 

movement.  Bulging occurred at the toe of both dams and the crest of the dam decreased 

in elevation.  The large similarity of the two dams that were constructed more than a year 

apart shows that dams constructed in a similar manner will experience similar failures 

due to heavy rainfall.   

 

b) A back analysis was conducted to find the shear strength parameters c’ and φ’.  A 

sensitivity analysis was completed to see what effect the soil density and matric suction 

had on the back calculated strength parameters.  It was found that for friction angles 

between 20 and 35 degrees the values used for the soil density had very little effect on the 

strength parameters.  For the specific geometry tested, the high water table caused the 

unsaturated zone to be very small, minimising the effects of matric suction on the 

stability of the slope.  

 

c) For the specific geometry and conditions tested, the back analysis resulted in a friction 

angle of 25° and a cohesion of 2.3 kPa using the pore pressures measured at failure, and 

the estimated depth and shape of the rotational failure surface.  By applying the back 

calculated shear strength to a stability model for the second experiment at failure, it was 

found that the factor of safety was very close to one, indicating that the back calculated 

mobilised shear strength is accurate for the modelled geometry.  The back calculated 

cohesion value is well below the cohesion measured during the triaxial tests performed 

on undisturbed soil samples, which demonstrates that the shear strength values need to be 

carefully considered when calculating the FoS of slopes.      
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d) Toe drains were installed in the dam used for the first rainfall test but were removed 

before the second experiment.  For the specific geometry tested, it was found that the toe 

drains lowered the water table in the downstream face of the dam.  Toe drains were found 

to be an effective method of decreasing the risk of slope failure for small agricultural 

earth dams since the drains increased the FoS to 1.11 from 1.0.  The installed drains did 

not strengthen the slope or produce a preferential shear surface since the FoS at failure 

for both Tests 1b and 2b were almost the same. 
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Table 5.1: Summary of Soil Physical Properties 

Soil Property Numeric Value 

Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity, k (m/s) 2.7 E-06 

Liquid Limit (%) 65 

Plastic Limit (%) 39 

Plasticity Index (%) 26 

Saturated Unit Weight (kN/m3) 14.5 

Maximum Dry Density (g/cm3) 1.02 

Specific Gravity (g/cm3) 2.64 

 

Table 5.2: Saturated Density of Kanto Loam Dam 

 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average 

Saturated Unit weight 

(kN/m3) 

14.8 14.3 14.5 14.5 
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Figure 5.1: Component of cohesion from a) soil dilation (modified from Atkinson, 2007a) b) 

unsaturated matric suctions (modified from Ning and Likos, 2004) c) the roots of vegetation 

(modified from Frydman and Operstein, 2001; Stokes et al., 2008)
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Figure 5.2:  a) Plan view and b) cross section of earth dam test with piezometer and wire 

extensometer locations 
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Figure 5.3: Construction process for the full-scale earth dam
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Figure 5.4:  Pipe drain layout mid-construction 
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Figure 5.5:  Grain size distribution curve 
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Figure 5.6:  a) Times when rainfall was on during tests b) Piezometer and c) Wire extensometer 

data for duration of Tests 1a and 1b with different events labelled 
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Figure 5.7:  Piezometer and wire extensometer data during initiation of rainfall during Test 1a 
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Figure 5.8:  Piezometer and wire extensometer data when reservoir water level was increased from 

2.8 m to 3.4 m during Test 1a 
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Figure 5.9: Piezometer and wire extensometer data during Test 1b 
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Figure 5.10:  Piezometer and wire extensometer data for Tests 2a and 2b
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Figure 5.11: Shape of slope failure after rainfall Tests 1b and 2b
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Figure 5.12: Critical failure surfaces for a range of friction angles and cohesion values  
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Figure 5.13:  Sensitivity analysis of a) Method of modelling pore pressure b) Saturated versus Unsaturated model c) Saturated soil density
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Figure 5.14: Volumetric water content function 
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Figure 5.15: a) Method used to estimate failure surface b) Estimated failure surface after first 

rainfall test
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Figure 5.16:  Change in FoS throughout different rainfall tests and Seep/W models showing total head and failure surface when the 

friction angle is equal to 25° and cohesion is equal to 2.3
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Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

 

6.1 Overview 

The objective of the presented research in this thesis was to investigate novel landslide 

displacement monitoring methods through the use of data collected at three strategically selected 

field sites.  Three monitoring methods were investigated which were terrestrial and historical 

image photogrammetry and the use of an acoustic emission sensor.  The repeatability of the back 

calculated mobilised shear strength of loosely compacted Kanto Loam was also studied.  This 

chapter presents the overall conclusions of the research and possible next steps.   

 

6.2 Conclusions Drawn from the Research 

6.2.1 Objective 1: Use of an AE sensor to measure the displacement of an extremely slow 

moving landslide 

Two AE sensor were installed along Highway 744 near Peace River, Alberta in an active slope.  

The first AE sensor extended 21 m into the ground and crossed the shear surface, which was at a 

depth of 16 m.  Erroneous noise was observed in the AE data and was addressed through the use 

of the shallow AE sensor that extended 3 m into the ground, and by changing the cover design of 

the AE sensor.  It was found that by using a cover with a wood lid instead of a metal lid, a portion 

of the erroneous noise could be eliminated.  The filtered cumulative AE data from the deep AE 

sensor showed a strong correlation with displacement data collected using a SAA, demonstrating 

that the AE sensor can accurately measure the displacement of an extremely slow moving 

landslide. 
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Through the process of monitoring the slope at a high temporal frequency with the installed SAA, 

it was found that the slope, which was previously assumed to be experiencing continuous creep, 

was also experiencing seasonally activated movement.   

 

6.2.2 Objective 2: The development of a method to measure 3D slope displacement using 

DIC 

A method of measuring 3D slope displacement using DIC was developed through the use of 

synthetic movement tests and data collected from an earth dam that was failed by heavy rainfall.  

Shading the DEM data produced from photogrammetry models, allowed the surface roughness of 

the slope to be represented as a hillshade image.  A DIC analysis was completed on hillshade 

images generated at two view angles (90 and 45 degrees from the horizontal).  Displacement in 

the x and y directions were calculated using the 90 degree view angle.  Displacement in the z 

direction could be resolved using the measurement vectors from the DIC analysis of the 45 

degree view angle hillshade images and the previously calculated y displacement.  The x, y, z and 

3D displacements calculated from DIC performed on hillshade images were within 2 cm of the 

displacement measured using a total station.  The strong agreement between the two displacement 

monitoring methods shows that DIC performed on hillshade images can accurately measure 3D 

slope deformations.  

 

The inverse velocity of the slope was calculated at various epochs throughout the rainfall test 

using the calculated 3D displacement.  By plotting the inverse velocity versus time, the time to 

failure could be calculated and compared to the observed time to failure.  It was found that the 

calculated time to failure was within 4 minutes of the observed failure, indicating that hillshade 

images and DIC can measure small deformations prior to failure.   
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6.2.3 Objective 3: Using historical air photos to study the impact of land-use change on 

retrogressive landslides along waterways 

A site along Mud Creek near Ottawa, Ontario was monitored using historical aerial 

photogrammetry.  The Mud Creek field site has gone through a large shift in land-use from 

agricultural land to a greenbelt.  Previous studies of the site showed that a large number of 

landslides occurred along the banks of Mud Creek, but quantitative measurements of the 

landslides and the effect of land-use change in the area had not been studied.  By producing point 

cloud data using photogrammetry, cross sections of the slopes could be produced and the change 

in volume over time could be measured.  A significant amount of creek migration has occurred 

within the study area.  By comparing the change in creek path with locations of landslides it was 

observed that the two are connected.  The creek can cause toe erosion as it ingresses into the bank 

of the creek, triggering a landslide.  It was found that the vegetated area near the creek more than 

tripled between 1983 and 2015 and the average yearly volume loss decreased by two-thirds over 

the same time period.  This demonstrates the effect vegetation has on slope stability and that 

converting the area around unstable slopes to a greenbelt can be an effective means of addressing 

slope stability issues.  

 

6.2.4 Objective 4: The repeatability of back calculating the mobilised shear strength of 

Kanto Loam 

Limit equilibrium slope stability models can be used to measure the risk of slope failure for a site.  

The accuracy of the calculated FoS is dependent on the selected soil strength parameters.  

Choosing a cohesion value for design is difficult since dilation, matric suction and vegetation can 

appear as apparent cohesion and can result in discrepancies between laboratory strength values 

and in-situ strengths. Completing a back analysis of a known failure is a more accurate method of 

calculating the mobilised shear strength.  To complete a back analysis, two dams with the same 

geometry and composed of the same material were failed during an extreme rainfall event.  
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Piezometer and wire extensometer data was collected throughout the duration of the tests.  Slope 

stability models were produced using the known dam geometry and measured pore pressure 

conditions to find the soil strength parameters that would result in the factor of safety being equal 

to one.  A back analysis does not offer a unique solution without additional information.  For this 

analysis, the location of the shear surface was used to find a unique solution since the depth of the 

shear surface increases as the cohesion value increases.  The mobilised shear strength was 

estimated to have an angle of internal friction of 25 degrees a cohesion of 2.3 kPa. It was found 

that the cohesion value is likely due to effective cohesion from the grass cover and some dilation, 

but matric suction had little effect on the strength of the Kanto Loam since the water level is high, 

resulting in a very small unsaturated zone.   

 

6.3 Practical Implications for Next Steps and Future Work 

Through the completed research several useful methods of monitoring slope stability and 

measuring the magnitude of landslide movement have been developed.  As well, factors that can 

increase stability such as vegetation growth have been studied.  Additional research questions 

arose that could not be covered within the scope of this project but could be areas for future study 

and are discussed below. 

 

The field trial of the AE sensor in Peace River shows the large potential this sensor has as a low-

cost early warning system for a wide range of monitoring locations.  The Peace River case study 

was completed in a location where the sensor was exposed to a harsh climate, proving that the 

sensor can function over a wide temperature range and that AE generated by winter process such 

as frost heave can be filtered out to measure the slope displacement at the shear surface 

accurately.  It was found that the sensor is capable of measuring much smaller displacements and 

displacements from a deeper shear surface depth than previously expected.  However, it is unclear 
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if the calculated coefficient of proportionality can be used to convert measured AE to slope 

displacement for higher velocity movements.  It has not yet been observed whether a linear 

relationship will be maintained between the AE rate and velocity for high velocities.  By 

collecting AE data for a wider range of displacement rates it can be observed if data can be 

extrapolated from a slope experiencing small displacements to what would be experienced near 

failure.   

 

The measured AE at the Peace River field site also showed that by increasing the active backfill 

volume, AE could be measured from deeper shear surfaces than previously expected.  Further 

laboratory testing needs to be completed to better understand the link between the backfill stress 

level, active backfill volume, shear zone thickness and the generated AE rates. 

 

The use of DIC on hillshade images produced from point clouds of an anthropomorphic slope 

presented a new method for calculating 3D displacement measurements that removes the need to 

merge DEM of difference with a DIC analysis.  The developed method is widely applicable and 

can be used for point cloud data collected from photogrammetry as well as Lidar.  Using 

hillshade images to calculate 3D displacements offers an inexpensive alternative to costly 

software packages traditionally used to interpret point cloud data.  Since the conducted study was 

performed on a prismatic slope, which tend to have less surface texture than natural slopes, this 

method can likely be applied to both anthropogenic and natural slopes.  It was found that DIC 

performed on hillshade images can measure small displacements, allowing the time to failure to 

be estimated.  Being able to estimate the time to failure allows this method to be used as an early 

warning system. The developed method was only tested for hillshade images produced at a 45 

and 90 degree view angle from the horizontal, but it was shown that any angle less than 90 
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degrees could be used to calculate the movement in the z direction.  It was not assessed during the 

conducted study if the view angle chosen to calculate the z direction displacement effects the 

accuracy of the calculated value.  Hillshade images should be produced at a variety of angles that 

are less than 90 degrees and the 3D displacement can then be compared to the total station data to 

study if the view angle effects displacement accuracy.   

 

Using historical aerial images of a site that has undergone a large shift in land-use demonstrated 

the effect natural revegetation has on the stability of slopes along a waterway.  Riparian 

vegetation is commonly used to help stabilised slopes by helping to reduce erosion and by 

increasing the cohesion of the slope (e.g. Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 1998; Simon and Collision, 

2002; Pollen, 2007; Pollen-Bankhead and Simon, 2010) but it was unclear if natural revegetation 

would be as effective.  Three-dimensional data of the site showed that increased vegetation cover, 

resulting from declaring the area along the creek a greenbelt, had a direct effect on the volume 

lost due to landslides.  The method used to produce the photogrammetry models was non-

traditional and did not use the fiducial marks or the camera lens distortion measurements within 

the photogrammetry models.  The models were georeferenced using existing 2D GIS data instead 

of GNSS collected onsite.  This shows that studies can be completed for areas with images that do 

not have calibration reports or with less expensive software that do not support camera calibration 

data or digitising the fiducial marks.  The use of existing 2D location data is particularly useful 

for remote sites where collecting ground control data may not be feasible.  The developed method 

of collecting point cloud data from historical aerial images can be applied to many other sites 

where change detection information is desired for an extended time period. 
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Finally, from the preformed back analysis it was found that the mobilised shear strength is above 

the fully softened strength, which is often used to conservatively estimate the factor of safety for 

clay slopes that have not previously experienced failure, but is well below the strength found 

from triaxial tests.  This demonstrates the importance of engineering judgement when selecting 

shear strength values to estimate the FoS of dams at risk of failing.   
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